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Executive summary

Since its establishment, Capvis has endeavoured to always act responsibly and respectfully. But desire is not
enough. To achieve our goals and drive sustainable progress, our formalised ESG strategy is imperative.
In partnership with our third-party ESG consultants, we have worked towards improving upon our first baseline
assessments of our portfolio companies. Today, we are proud to present the efforts made throughout our portfolio
to improve ESG performance, and the increased scope and detail captured within our assessments.
This year we have made notable improvements towards reducing our carbon footprint through sourcing 100%
renewable electricity (hydropower) in our Swiss office, introducing a TCFD assessment on our portfolio and
applying our travel policy, which encourages employees to use technology as an alternative to travel, where
possible.

At Capvis, we have successfully decreased our electricity intensity,
carbon intensity and carbon footprint by over 20% and our total
number of female employees increased by 14% compared to 2020.
Importantly, in 2021 we further embedded diversity and inclusion, as well as climate change risks and opportunities
in our investment and assessment processes. Specifically, we have expanded the ESG sections in our investment
committee documentation, hosted an ESG due diligence workshop for our team and completed relevant climate
change risk and opportunities analyses in company assessments.
Contributing to the achievement of the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (“SDGs”) is a core part of
our ESG strategy. We believe that through supporting these goals, our portfolio companies can create tangible
and sustainable value. We encourage our portfolio companies to choose 1-3 projects and innovate products and
services which support the SDGs. In 2021 our portfolio companies completed 27 SDG projects and defined 47
new SDG projects.
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Throughout our portfolio, our companies’ products and services contribute to the achievement of the
SDGs. Separately, our companies’ operations are predominantly exposed to, and interact with the
following SDGs:

In 2021, Capvis itself completed 3 SDG projects in support of SDG 16 ‘Promote just, peaceful and
inclusive societies.’ This year, we are undertaking three new projects:

Linking value propositions of our
portfolio companies’ products and
services to the SDGs

Promoting the increase of female
participation in Boards across all
portfolio companies

Launching portfolio-wide
compliance training programmes

Rolf Friedli
Partner, Chairman of Capvis AG
and Head of the Green Team

“Our goal is to grow alongside our portfolio companies.
Not only do we want to help them develop, but we also
want to enable each company to realise its full potential
and write its own success story.”
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Leadership statement
Learning from others

Boris Zoller
Co-Managing Partner
Head of Investment Team

“ESG can no longer be handled as a mere
tick-the-box exercise. Tangible, impactful
value creation opportunities are generated
when ESG principles are followed. We have
acknowledged this for a long time. Now we
are finally seeing industry-wide agreement.”

The principles of ESG have always been at the centre of our
culture and operations. It is in our DNA to act respectfully and
responsibly in all areas. As such, we have always maintained
an exclusionary list¹ primarily due to the moral responsibility felt
throughout our firm. This sense of responsibility permeates our
entire investment process because we recognise that we have a
unique opportunity to make impactful financial decisions to help
create a sustainable future.

Providing leadership
Leading by example is a powerful tool for change and to
wield this tool effectively, our actions and values must always
align. Creating complex and unrealistic ESG frameworks is
counterproductive, whilst implementing focused actionable
roadmaps is far more effective at creating real world impact.
We encourage our management teams to drive change from
within and establish ESG as an integral part of their strategies.
At Capvis, we have established a formalised ESG strategy to
ensure our values and goals are communicated and enforced
throughout our firm and our portfolio.

1. See Appendix D for exclusionary list
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Whilst we aim to take our portfolio companies further, often
we have a lot to learn from them too. Many are demonstrably
advanced in their ESG considerations and initiatives. Hence,
we encourage the sharing of best-in-class practices and ESG
discussions within our portfolio to promote new ways of thinking
and drive value creation. This creates real opportunities for our
portfolio companies to develop products, and services, that are
more innovative and more efficient than what has come before.
Read more about our approach to learning from our portfolio
companies on the next pages.

Increasing scope and accountability
Over the past year, we have focused on enhancing our formal
ESG processes by including climate change and diversity and
inclusion analysis in our company assessments, expanding
investment committee documentation with regard to ESG
topics and holding an ESG due diligence workshop.
Already we are feeling the positive effects of our approach. We
look forward to continuing to participate in the drive towards
sustainable development, and nurturing the open dialogue
between portfolio companies, stakeholders and industry
participants. As our industry and investors demand increasingly
rigorous transparency and reporting, we look forward to meeting
this expectation, and demonstrating what is possible when an
entire business ecosystem is committed to remarkable ESG
performance.
We have set clear ESG expectations for ourselves and our
portfolio companies as we strive for excellence. Our goal is
to be the most respected DACH-focused mid-market investor
with outstanding ESG integration and transparency. We are
convinced that sustainable value creation is the future of
private equity.
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Learning from leaders

ESG is truly embedded in hessnatur’s DNA. For more than 45
years, the company has pioneered fair, slow, organic textile
production and distribution, with respect towards the planet
and people at its core. As Germany’s No 1 eco-fashion label
outstanding sustainable, ecological and fair practices are in
place from sourcing to production. Predominantly, the company
is focused on contributing to a circular economy, increasing
transparency and becoming an international role model for
labour and social standards.
hessnatur is committed to contributing to a successful and
sustainable tomorrow. As such, it promotes the transition to a
circular economy through improving its product durability and
educating its customers on repairs and prolonging product
use. The company concentrates on four aspects within
circularity: saving energy, conserving water, protecting soils
and preserving biodiversity. Already, through its innovative
technologies, materials and processes, hessnatur has reduced
electricity consumption, greenhouse gas emissions and water
consumption during textile production. Additionally, its ‘better
recycling line’ uses leftover materials from past production
processes to create new products. This not only saves
resources, but also gives waste materials a second life and
creates value.
Promoting transparency is fundamental to hessnatur’s
continued ESG development and progress. Notably the
company publishes an annual CSR report (here) which
heavily emphasises its ESG efforts to its customers. In 2021
the company calculated the ecological footprint of exemplary
fabrics and products (water, CO2 and soil impact). hessnatur
published the results on its website to create consumer
awareness and demonstrate its impressive sustainability
credentials. Furthermore, by regularly working with non-profit
and government organisations, auditing its suppliers and
training its employees and management teams, the company
continuously evaluates its social and environmental impact and
ensures transparent and responsible supply chain practices.
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What Capvis can learn from hessnatur
To us, hessnatur provides invaluable ESG expertise. It
demonstrates best-in-class practices that we can encourage
other portfolio companies to embrace. Learning from
hessnatur enables us to support our other portfolio companies
as best we can and help them emulate its high standards. In our
own workplace, we can take inspiration from hessnatur’s ESG
efforts and, where appropriate, incorporate beneficial practices.
We look forward to continuing to learn in collaboration with
hessnatur.

What our portfolio companies can learn from
hessnatur
hessnatur is an ESG role model for our portfolio companies
because it integrates ESG considerations into all operations,
ensures responsible processes are in place throughout its
supply chain, and drives value creation through innovation and
ambition. Demonstrating best-in-class ecological and social
standards, hessnatur provides inspiration for our portfolio
companies and a benchmark for successful ESG incorporation
into a business model.
Additionally, hessnatur comprehensively communicates its
sustainability efforts. This ensures all customers know that
hessnatur not only follows, but also goes above and beyond
legal and regulatory requirements. This is an important practice
for competitor differentiation in every industry.
We are proud of hessnatur’s ESG efforts and to us, it exemplifies
the success that can be achieved when sustainability is truly
ingrained in a business.
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Our commitments

Commitment to the environment

Commitment to governance

We recognise that our activities, and the activities of our
portfolio companies impact the environment and broader
society. We strive to minimise our environmental impact and
implement methods of carbon reduction. Within the ‘E’ in ESG,
we are particularly focused on climate change, both its risks
and opportunities.

We live and breathe a compliance culture. Good governance
is vital for a successful and sustainable company. Without it,
our ambition of helping our companies become future proof
is impossible. Mercury Compliance AG, a Swiss third-party
compliance firm advises us on all relevant compliance topics,
and we encourage all portfolio companies to establish bestin-class governance systems and processes. Furthermore,
Capvis AG is regulated by the Swiss Financial Market
Supervisory Authority (FINMA).

We, and our portfolio companies are committed to:
•
Ensuring compliance with applicable environmental laws
and regulations
•
Improving energy efficiency and reducing emissions and
energy consumption
•
Mitigating risks arising from climate change
•
Systematically reviewing material ingredients/product
development/production processes
•
Considering the application of circular economy processes

Commitment to social aspects
Social considerations at Capvis are rooted in the belief that
human rights must be protected, working conditions must
be suitable, and laws and regulations must be followed. Our
commitment to being good corporate citizens and respecting all
those within our firm and throughout our portfolio, is fundamental
to our culture. Within the ‘S’ in ESG, we are particularly focused
on diversity and inclusion. We know that diversity of thought
is essential for success, and moreover it is a requirement for
a happy, healthy workplace. Through our work with initiatives
such as Level 20, our annual ESG assessment by our thirdparty consultants and measurement of relevant KPIs, we are
striving to improve diversity and inclusion within our own firm,
and throughout our portfolio.
We strive to and encourage our portfolio companies to:
•
Provide good working conditions, including protecting
health and safety and offering fair wages
•
Act in accordance with internationally recognised
human rights and the International Labour Organisation
conventions
•
Prevent child labour and any form of forced labour,
including in the supply chain
•
Commit to core values with respect to human resources,
including promoting diversity and inclusion
•
Ensure product quality and safety
•
Implement proper stakeholder engagement processes
•
Consider team diversity as key for future success
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Nurturing learning and sharing between portfolio companies is
key to our approach. To us, transparency helps reduce risk and
improve operational success. Even more so, it fosters trusting
relationships throughout the Capvis ecosystem; between us,
our stakeholders and our portfolio companies. We encourage
all portfolio companies to ensure transparency and responsible
practices throughout their supply chains, including responsible
sourcing.
Over time we have developed a standard list of required
governance policies throughout our portfolio. We support
our companies in developing and implementing these in
accordance with all applicable laws and regulations. These
include:
•
ESG policy
•
Code of conduct
•
Anti-corruption/Bribery policy
•
Gifts policy
•
Whistleblowing policy
•
Privacy & data security policy
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“Good governance is a longstanding tradition at Capvis,
long before it became the hot topic it is today. Without
it, there’s a higher risk of problems occurring both,
at Capvis and at our portfolio companies, and, as a
consequence, handling such issues is more difficult.
Having good governance structures in place that support
transparency and openness, enables us to manage risks
appropriately and achieve our broader investment goals.”
Marc Schütt General Counsel

Commitment to the future
A sustainable future can only be achieved by making
practical decisions that have real world effects. We feel both
a responsibility to our investors to create long-term value
and sustainable success, and to future generations, to help
contribute to an enjoyable and thriving society, environment
and economy.
We are dedicated to encouraging and advising our portfolio
companies on their ESG journeys and ensuring ESG is a
standard topic in board meetings at Capvis as well as throughout
our portfolio. We will continue to commit at fund, management
and company level to our sustainability objectives and we will
continue to encourage the sharing of best practices between
our companies.
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We will go on supporting our portfolio companies in creating
real, tangible sustainable outcomes as best we can, through
project implementation, training and financial support. Our
portfolio-wide ESG assessments will continue and from 2022,
we will extend the scope of our climate change analysis and
monitor diversity and inclusion related KPIs and initiatives.
Additionally, we plan to explore potential alignment with the
ILPA ESG Data Convergence Project.
There is no finish line when it comes to ESG and we are
prepared for a marathon, not a sprint. We are firmly committed
to implementing our ESG strategy, continuing to develop it,
broadening its scope and building upon it year-on-year.

Capvis
overview
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Capvis overview
Capvis today
For over 30 years, we have supported and championed the development of global niche market players and regional champions.
Primarily, we specialise in European, and more specifically DACH based, mid-market innovators with company values of EUR
150-500 million. These companies are found in the Industrial Technology, Advanced Services & Software and Healthcare sectors.
We recognise that identifying the right people for the task at hand is vital for sustainable success. We draw on the expertise of
nearly 40 investment professionals and specialists. Every team is purpose built to support and enable each portfolio company to
realise its full potential.
Throughout our portfolio, we promote entrepreneurship, professionalism and reliability, qualities we believe necessary to continue
our responsible and sustainable success as a leading European private equity firm.

Highlights
Raising 7 funds with over 60 investments and total
invested capital exceeding EUR 3.5 billion, we are
committed to creating sustainable value and enabling
an enhanced growth trajectory for each of our portfolio
companies.

7

FUNDS

60+

INVESTMENTS

EUR 3.5bn+
TOTAL CAPITAL INVESTED

CAPITAL INCL. CO-INVESTMENTS (CAPVIS I-V)
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SUMMARY

61

INVESTMENTS

45

EXITS (10 IPOs)

EUR 3.5bn

CUMULATED INVESTED
CAPITAL INCL. CO-INVESTMENTS
(CAPVIS I-V)

30+

YEARS OF
INVESTING

ESG PERFORMANCE2

47

NEW SDG
PROJECTS
FORMALISED

100% 27
OF PORTFOLIO
COMPANIES
ASSESSED

SDG PROJECTS
IMPLEMENTED

88%

POLICY
IMPLEMENTATION
LEVEL

47%

OF PORTFOLIO
COMPANIES
SIGNIFICANTLY
REDUCED (>10%) THEIR
CARBON INTENSITY³

PERFORMANCE2,4

12%

EBITDA GROWTH5

>20

ADD-ONS FOR
OUR PORTFOLIO
COMPANIES

10

COMPANIES
SUCCESSFULLY
INTRODUCED ON
STOCK MARKETS

>7000

JOBS ADDED
DURING OWNERSHIP
OF CAPVIS5

All statistics are calculated excluding AMMEGA, a Capvis Co-Investment. AMMEGA’s ESG performance is monitored by the lead
investor Partners Group in collaboration with Capvis. Furthermore, AMMEGA publishes a UN Global Compact report to demonstrate its efforts and ambitions around sustainability which can be accessed here.

2. 15 out of 16 portfolio companies have been assessed by MJ Hudson in 2021. AMMEGA (Capvis minority investment) has undergone a separate
ESG assessment and is not part of the scope for this report
3. Since 2018
4. Since company founding
5. For realised investments
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Capvis fund summary
FUND NAME

VINTAGE YEAR

FUND SIZE

STATUS

Capvis III CV

2021

€228m

Harvesting phase

Capvis V

2018

€1.2bn

Investment phase

Capvis IV

2014

€720m

Harvesting phase

Capvis III

2008

€608m

Fully realised

Capvis II

2004

€340m

Fully realised

Capvis I

1999

CHF 310m

Fully realised

SBC EP

1995

CHF 117m

Fully realised

SBC

1990

CHF 84m

Fully realised

Fund size development

1400
1.2bn

FUND SIZE (EUR) MILLION

1200

1000
720m

800
608m
600

400

200

0

45m
(84 CHF*)

SBC (1990)
Fully realised

72m
(117 CHF*)

193m
(310 CHF*)

340m

SBC EP (1995) Capvis I (1999) Capvis II (2004) Capvis III (2008)
Fully realised
Fully realised
Fully realised
Fully realised

* Conversion calculated using historical currency
** Capvis III CV is a continuation vehicle for the three remaining assets of Capvis III
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228m

Capvis IV
(2014)
Harvesting
phase

Capvis V (2018) Capvis III CV
Investment
(2021)
phase
Harvesting
phase**
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2013

History

Chosen as the Best Private Equity
Firm in Germany for the first time

Founded in 1990 and headquartered in Baar, Switzerland, our
firm now has approximately 40 employees across teams in
Switzerland, Germany, China, Jersey and Luxembourg. Every
day, we work together to create durable and sustainable global
and regional leaders.

2015

Became signatory of the United Nations
Principles of Responsible Investment (“UNPRI”)
Developed a Responsible
Investment Policy

2017

Chosen as the Best Private Equity Firm in Switzerland for
the 12th time by Private Equity International (“PEI”)

2018

Conducted first ESG reviews of portfolio
supported by hessnatur foundation

2019

Prepared baseline ESG assessments for eight portfolio
companies

First private equity firm in Switzerland to be awarded the
‘Great Place to Work’ certificate

Integrated SDGs into methodology

Introduced new corporate identity and changed name from
Capvis Equity Partners AG to Capvis AG

Established first internal portfolio report

.

.

2020

Named one of Switzerland’s ‘Best Workplaces’ in the small business
category by the international research and consulting institute Great
Place to Work

Achieved UNPRI rating A+ on Strategy and Governance
Achieved UNPRI rating A on Private Equity module

Established internal Green Team and revised the Responsible
Investment Policy
ESG reports developed/updated for 13 out of 16 onboarded companies

2021

Published the first Capvis Corporate Sustainability Report
100% of portfolio companies engaged to improve ESG performance and
support project implementation
Embedded diversity and inclusion and climate change risk as focus
themes in assessment approach

2022 & GOING FORWARD
Official sponsors of Level 20

Partner with Jersey Trees for Life charity
Continue to support all portfolio companies to improve ESG performance
through project implementation
Link value propositions of portfolio company products and services to
the SDGs (sustainable outcomes)
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Named one of Switzerland’s ‘Best Workplaces’ for 2021 in the
‘small business’ category by Great Place to Work
Carried out the Capvis Baar team ‘Giving Back Day’
Integrated Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures
(“TCFD”) analysis into ESG portfolio assessment

Continue to publish a sustainability report and perform ESG
assessments and aggregate portfolio-wide ESG efforts
Extend scope of climate change analysis
Evaluate alignment with the Institutional Limited Partners
Association (“ILPA”) ESG Data Convergence Project
Create and fill position of dedicated ESG programme manager
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Our ESG activity and performance
Leading by example is the only credible, impactful way of encouraging change throughout our portfolio. Capvis undergoes
the same ESG assessment as its portfolio companies, adheres to the same standards and commits to SDG projects, to drive
sustainable growth.
Long before ESG became the prominent topic it is today, we engaged with ESG-related matters. Our internal reviews, discussions
and collaborations with external consultants have continued over the years, and in 2020 we further institutionalised our efforts.
After revising our ESG strategy in 2021, we have increased the frequency of our Green Team meetings and further embedded
climate change and diversity and inclusion into our investment process and ESG portfolio company assessments. We have
also made demonstrable improvements towards reducing our carbon footprint through sourcing 100% renewable electricity
(hydropower) in our Swiss office, introducing a TCFD assessment and applying our travel policy which encourages employees to
use technology as an alternative to travel where possible.
Whilst COVID-19 paused our Giving Back Day in 2020, we are delighted that it could go ahead in 2021 for our Capvis team
in Baar. Boris Zoller, Co-Managing Partner and Head of Investment Team was one of the participants involved in 2021. Boris
describes his experience as “impactful and fulfilling.” He adds: “Everyone is entitled to a good quality of life. As a company, we can
support our Giving Back Day to raise awareness to help those in need. But beyond this, we must ensure that we act respectfully
day-in-day-out, both as a firm and throughout our entire portfolio.”
We endeavour to support all facets of ESG through contributing to charities and participating in community work that can help
create a positive impact on our local communities. Below are a few that we are particularly proud of:

‘E’

In 2022, we partnered with Jersey Trees

‘S’

Last year, members of our team were

‘G’

for Life, a charity committed to helping

involved

non-profit

exemplary workplace is our recognition as

rejuvenate and protect Jersey’s natural

organisation dedicated to improving gender

one of Switzerland’s Best Workplace for

ecosystem and landscape. We look forward

diversity in the European private equity

2021 in the ‘small business’ category by

to contributing to future projects to help

industry. We are delighted to confirm that

the international research and consulting

protect and maintain the island’s natural

Capvis is an official sponsor for Level 20

institute ‘Great Place to Work’. Andreas

beauty and biodiversity.

since 2022. Andreas Hugener, Head of

Hugener,

Human Resources, is “excited to implement

explains: “Our goal is to support our entire

the Level 20 approach into our strategy

working community to promote a working

and those of our portfolio companies. We

environment that allows all colleagues

encourage employees of all genders to be

to unleash their full potential. There’s

active members and we look forward to

an opportunity to become the employer

attending panel discussions and outreach

of choice and fundamental to this is

events where employees can contribute

being

their experiences and insights.”

trustworthy and offering career progression

with

Level

20,

a

Testament to our efforts to ensure an

Head

attractive,

of

Human

inclusive,

Resources

transparent,

opportunities.”

Key improvements made by Capvis in 2021 compared to 2020:

-27%

ELECTRICITY INTENSITY
(MWh/#FTE)

-21%

CARBON INTENSITY
(tCO2e/#FTE)

2 portfolio companies

ACQUIRED DURING 2020 ASSESSED FOR THE FIRST TIME
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-23%

CARBON FOOTPRINT
(tCO2e)

+14%

TOTAL FEMALE EMPLOYEES
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Key material themes and SDG targets determined most relevant for Capvis
Carbon Footprint, Diversity and Inclusion, Talent Management & Retention, Responsible Investment, Business Ethics & Risk
Management and Integration of Sustainability Principles.

4.0 Ensure inclusive and equitable quality
education and promote lifelong learning
opportunities for all.

5.0 Achieve gender equality
empower all women and girls.

13.2 Integrate climate change measures
into national policies, strategies and
planning.

16.6 Develop effective, accountable and
transparent institutions at all levels.

and

12.5 By 2030, substantially
reduce waste generation through
prevention, reduction, recycling
and reuse.

Capvis’ Sustainable Development Goal
projects 2021 and 2022
In 2021, we set ourselves three ambitious targets, aligned with
SDG 16:
1. To develop strategies concerning climate change,

In 2022, we are committed to three SDG projects:
1. Linking value propositions of our portfolio
companies’ products and services to the SDGs

governance and diversity
2. To align our ESG due diligence process with

2. Promote the increase of female participation in
Boards across all portfolio companies

relevant industry standards and extend the scope to
identify risks and future opportunities
3. To develop a sustainability report and publish it
amongst our investors
We are proud to say that we successfully completed each
project. Firstly, our ESG strategy was approved by the Capvis
Management and Board and communicated by the Green
Team to the wider Capvis team. Secondly, we amended our
investment committee documentation to include more detailed
ESG-related areas, and the relevant workshop was held in May
2022. And finally, we published our first Corporate Sustainability
Report in November 2021, available on the Capvis website,
detailing key achievements in E, S and G across our portfolio.
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3. Launching portfolio-wide compliance training
programmes
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The Capvis Green Team
Our Green Team is dedicated to ensuring ESG is embedded in everything we do. As a member of the private equity industry,
we have a responsibility to our investors and society to invest and act responsibly. Therefore, our Green Team is committed to
communicating and encouraging our ESG values throughout all portfolio companies. It oversees all ESG efforts and drives the
implementation of our Responsible Investment Programme (see page 21).
Beyond professional incentives to increase ESG performance, real motivation and resulting success must stem from personal
enthusiasm. We are proud that each member of the Green Team has passion and a personal commitment towards ESG.

ROLF FRIEDLI
Partner, Chairman of Capvis AG and Head of the Green Team

MARC SCHÜTT
General Counsel

“ESG is very important to both Capvis and myself. Personally, I think ESG is a mindset. It’s about respecting everything
and everybody and recognising that we are all interconnected. Sustainability is embedded in my life, and I am excited
about the journey to constantly try to improve our structured
approach. It is important to communicate our efforts to the
world and hopefully provide an approach and mindset that
can be emulated throughout the industry.”

“Living in modern-day society, I think it is obvious to everyone that the principles represented by ESG are crucial. Previous ways of doing things must be reimagined. The younger
generations are ahead of us in this respect. My own son has
far greater environmental awareness and concerns than I
ever did at his age. Both at home, and at work, we must all
do our part to improve our impact on the world.”
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ANDRÉ WEILENMANN
Investment Director

ANDREAS HUGENER
Head of Human Resources

“Our approach to ESG must be multi-faceted. In my role at
Capvis, I am directly exposed to investors and industry members, enabling me to pick up industry sentiment and direction.
Also, as part of the deal team, I make sure that ESG is becoming, and will remain, an integrated part of the investment and
monitoring process. Over the years, my awareness of ESG
issues has grown and I believe that in all aspects of our lives
we must be conscious of the impacts our decisions have.”

“I am particularly focused on how ESG considerations impact
on people. A core value of ESG is diversity and inclusion,
and this is something I feel very strongly about. We understand and accept that everyone is different, and we respect
those differences. We are open to listening to different points
of views and leveraging them to learn from each other. It is
without a doubt a value driver, and on a personal level, I am
highly motivated to work with a team that is really committed
to helping create a better future.”

NICOLE WIESINGER
Finance Associate Director

DANIEL WENDEL
Head of Finance

“Companies managing ESG risk is nothing new, but now
ESG is becoming more and more important for value creation. The importance of ESG is not just limited to businesses, it matters to everyone. The wellbeing of the planet and
society is part of everyday life. For me, gender equality is a
particularly significant matter. I am proud to work for a company that takes this issue seriously and offers women and
men the same opportunities and resources.”

“As Head of Finance at Capvis, I am closely involved with the
data and reporting from our portfolio companies and aim to
respond to all qualitative and quantitative requests from our
investors. Investors are increasingly looking for more data
and KPI reporting, and this is an important factor of ESG that
is being felt industry wide. Through organising our portfolio’s
annual ESG reviews I have been exposed to the nuances of
ESG, which has diffused into my personal life too. I try to be
a role model for my children and teach them the importance
of looking after the planet and others.”

“For us, ESG is not only about value creation. Many
employees care about ESG in their private lives and get
involved in the office whenever possible. I admire their
commitment. It is always the small pieces that make the
big picture.”
Marlyn Kolenda Investment Team Assistant
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Our approach to ESG
Incorporating ESG in our portfolio

Sustainability is at the heart of value creation

To encourage and promote true progress in our industry, we
must talk openly about our ESG efforts, our projects, our
improvements, our areas of focus and our areas of concern.

We believe that businesses which contribute to a sustainable
future will generate long-term value. In an industry where
competition is strong and regulatory requirements are
constantly evolving, we believe that ESG must be at the
forefront of our minds, for us to remain ahead of the curve.

Improvement is continuous and our ESG strategy approaches
sustainability with a long-term mindset because there is
no quick fix. We believe that to successfully contribute to a
sustainable future, we must provoke change from within our
companies, led by company management. Working together
with our portfolio companies to determine 1-3 sustainability
projects per year in support of the SDGs is one fundamental
way in which we do this.
We give our full backing and support to ESG-related
improvements and initiatives. We always ask whether a
proposal is solely business related or whether it has an ESG
element, because we want to encourage our companies to
embed ESG into all business decisions. Every single Capvis
company contributes to our sustainability objectives, and we
know that true sustainable value creation opportunities are
there to be realised.
ESG factors have significant impact on company performance
and the ever-increasing importance of ESG considerations
cannot be understated. For many years, we have measured
and reported on ESG within our portfolio, and each year we
have increased our assessment depth and data collection.
As our understanding of ESG develops and becomes more
nuanced over the years, we strive to update and broaden our
goals accordingly. Increasingly, we are focusing on evaluating
our companies and supporting them in directing ESG efforts
toward impactful, tangible sustainable outcomes. Often this is
most aptly felt through products and services.
Our goal is to further establish our ESG positioning, reduce
and mitigate risks, and capitalise on opportunities to create
value beyond financial return. We are looking to the future and
are excited about what we can achieve.
Making our businesses more sustainable is our ambition.
Making investments that generate sustainable value is our promise.

Key topics
Since the founding of our firm, we have endeavoured to promote
sustainable value creation. This past year, we incorporated
climate change and diversity and inclusion as key topics within
our ESG strategy and ESG assessment approach. Focussing
on these areas enables us to contribute to our three portfolio
goals of improving carbon footprint, supporting the SDGs
and improving governance structures, in a constructive and
impactful way.
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Quantifying how value creation and ESG considerations
interact is a complex undertaking. But it is clear to us that
formally integrating ESG into our strategy can create significant
value creation opportunities, such as cost reduction, attraction
and retention of exemplary talent, and increased customer and
consumer satisfaction.

“When listening to our trainees, it is
obvious that prospective talents require
employers to be committed to ESG.
We must communicate our strategy
and ESG values clearly to attract and
retain the best talent and continue to be
recognised as a great place to work.”
Andreas Hugener Head of Human Resources

Good governance enables companies to address and manage
difficulties and risks more appropriately and therefore, it is a
vital tool for sustainable value creation. Good governance starts
at the top and we strive to ensure our compliance culture is
enforced throughout our portfolio.
Our Responsible Investment Programme helps identify and
capitalise on value creation opportunities. The SDG projects
chosen for each portfolio company, and Capvis itself, targets
opportunities where ESG and value creation coincide. Our
chosen SDG projects are aligned with tangible sustainable
outcomes, and we encourage all companies to approach each
project with an innovative and entrepreneurial spirit.

“There is a real opportunity to
generate value through sustainability.
We want our companies to see
themselves as champions of the
environment. My vision is to be able
to say that every new and innovated
product is better, in every sense, than
the products that came before them.”
Rolf Friedli Partner, Chairman of Capvis AG and
Head of the Green Team
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Investors demand focus on climate change
High on our investors’ agenda is risk, particularly climate
change risk. Climate change presents significant societal and
environmental risks. Whilst we are committed to supporting
the transition to a less carbon intensive future, we are also
focused on ensuring our companies are well equipped to
adapt to the potential transition risks and opportunities. This
year, we integrated the TCFD climate change and transition
risk analyses into all portfolio company assessments, to
determine our portfolio exposure. Collecting and acting on this
information, is just one way in which we are making progress
towards future proofing our portfolio.
The other side of climate change risk, which is of equal
importance, is opportunity. We encourage our portfolio
companies to capture the opportunities around this topic
related to resource efficiency, energy sources, products,
services and markets.
The Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures
(“TCFD”) was established in 2015. Its purpose is to provide
voluntary recommendations on climate-related financial

“I see ESG as moving away from just pure
risk mitigation and towards an opportunistic
view, especially when it comes to the
products and services of companies.
Because ultimately, that is what adds value
to our companies… their products and
services. This year, our climate change
analysis captures both the risks, and
importantly the opportunities around this
topic.”
Daniel Wendel Head of Finance

“Diversity comes from diversity of thought
and diversity of backgrounds and opinions…
a diverse team is not just 50% female and
50% male; it is broader than this.”
Marc Schütt General Counsel
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disclosures which companies can adopt to report on
climate change associated risks and opportunities faced.

A diverse and inclusive workforce supports
sustainable outperformance
Ensuring a diverse and inclusive workforce, which is supported
and respected is a top priority for Capvis. Diversity of thought,
background, experience, culture and gender drives an
adaptive, innovative working environment, and we see this as
a requirement for sustainable success.
There is an inexhaustive list of ways to become a more diverse
and inclusive employer. Many of these, we believe, were
recognised due to the COVID-19 pandemic. For example,
continuing to allow working from home enables a workforce
comprised of employees from different regions, and supports the
balance between work and family. Raising awareness in every
portfolio company on this topic and incorporating it formally into
our company ESG assessments are our first steps to improving
our portfolio diversity and inclusion.

“We have a clear strategic commitment
to increase diversity, including all
genders, ethnicities and nationalities.
We are committed to creating an
inclusive culture with many avenues
for minority voices at Capvis itself, and
within all portfolio companies.”
Andreas Hugener Head of Human Resources
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ESG within our investment strategy

ESG in Capvis’ investment life cycle

ESG considerations must be integrated throughout the entire
investment process to maximise their potential beneficial
impact. Just thinking about it once or twice, at the beginning or
end, dilutes impact and value creation opportunities.
Sustainability considerations are at the core of our investment
philosophy, and we embed ESG throughout our investment
process and life cycle. We strive to support our portfolio
companies to improve transparency, and work together to create
sustainable growth to deliver long-term results for our investors.
Throughout our portfolio, we have three formalised portfolio
goals:
1. Improving carbon footprint
2. Supporting the Sustainable Development Goals
3. Improving governance structures
We developed and formalised our ESG strategy focused on
our long-term climate change, governance and diversity and
inclusion objectives. We are particularly proud of the formalised
inclusion of climate change risks and opportunities, and diversity
and inclusion into our portfolio company assessments.

Our Responsible Investment Policy details how ESG
considerations are embedded into our entire investment
life cycle, from deal origination to exit. We drive sustainable
value creation and growth throughout our portfolio by working
intimately with our portfolio companies. We support our
management teams to instigate change from within and make
progress on agreed objectives. ESG is a standard topic in
board discussions, and we strive to support our companies to
challenge themselves to improve their ESG performance and
contributions to a fair and sustainable world.
Our Responsible Investment Programme is embedded in
our Responsible Investment Policy, providing a framework
for our portfolio companies to reference, and supporting our
portfolio companies on their sustainable growth journeys. It
encompasses our ESG pillars and our chosen frameworks, such
as the SDGs, which help us to identify and manage ESG risks
and opportunities throughout the entire investment life cycle.
This programme is a tool for monitoring the implementation of

Johanna Dolci Investment Director, Board Member
Johanna
Dolci
Investment
Board
Member
at hessnatur,
arena,
Kaffee Director,
Partner and
Gotha
at hessnatur, arena, Kaffee Partner and Gotha
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1. ESG strategy
RI policy and defined ESG approach.
2. Company selection
ESG is embedded in company selection, ESG due diligence is
performed as standard.

Responsible Investment Policy and
Responsible Investment Programme

“Through assessment of the status quo,
of market best practices, agreeing on
specific improvement goals and support
of external advisors, we always challenge
our portfolio companies to improve on
ESG. These discussions are also taking
place at Board level.”

agreed improvement plans, and it helps ensure alignment with our
long-term objectives and creates opportunity for constructive and
collaborative dialogue between portfolio companies, stakeholders
and Capvis itself.

3. Assessment
Assessment of materiality, carbon footprint and governance status
(esp. review of ESG-related policies), implementation of ESG KPIs
and target setting, definition of SDG projects.
4. Execution monitoring
Policy implementation, KPI tracking, implementation tracking of
sustainability projects, carbon footprint improvement.
5. Reporting
Yearly ESG maturity assessment, annual company-level reports,
annual fund-level sustainability report.
6. Exit
ESG case study of sustainability projects, value creation realised.

Improvements made in our formal ESG
processes in 2021
• Portfolio assessments included TCFD climate change and diversity and
inclusion (“D&I”) analysis
• ESG investment committee documentation amended and deployed
• ESG due diligence workshop for the entire Capvis team held in May 2022
• Diversity and equal opportunities were established as a formal component
of the broader responsible investment strategy, including specific goals
such as increasing the number of female Board members across our
portfolio companies

C A P V I S C O R P O R AT E S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y R E P O R T 2021

ESG assessment methodology
Key material themes across portfolio:

ENVIRONMENTAL

SOCIAL

GOVERNANCE

Energy & carbon

Talent management & retention

Product design & life cycle
management

Employee health & safety

Integration of sustainability
principles
Supply chain control

Our methodology, developed with the support of MJ Hudson, consists of a four-step approach, applied to each portfolio company
and Capvis itself:
1. Industry ESG context
Evaluate each company’s industry exposure to ESG and determine potential avenues for improvement.
2. ESG materiality
Using MJ Hudson’s proprietary ESG framework, areas of friction are identified within the value chain that may pose obstacles to
a sustainable future.
3. Company performance
Assessment of each company’s performance regarding management of key themes, KPIs and general ESG issues is carried out.
4. Project development
The insights produced from all previous steps are utilised to identify opportunities where ESG and value creation co-exist. A
project is identified in support of an SDG and an action plan is structured.
Each company is assessed by our third-party ESG consultants and ranked according to maturity. Our goal is to support every
company to capitalise on the sustainable opportunities identified in this process and become future proof.
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KPIs hold us to account
Measuring and reporting is an important step towards improvement. Through measuring KPIs, we gain insight into progress.
Comparing progress year-on-year helps us decide which areas and people to invest in, and which strategy projects to choose.
Increasingly, regulations are becoming more stringent and private equity participants are publishing ESG metrics publicly to
demonstrate best practice, progress and accountability. We champion authenticity and transparency and continuously strive to
improve the accuracy and scope of our reporting.

Our KPIs are selected from the nine elements within E, S and G:

ENVIRONMENTAL

SOCIAL

GOVERNANCE

Climate change

Societal impact

Business ethics

Material circularity

Human capital

Supply chain control

Ecosystem quality management

Fairness and inclusion

ESG formalisation

Our standard KPIs are measured across the portfolio, with supplementary KPIs calculated where relevant (see pages 33-34).
In 2021, we improved our environmental data collection and increased our reporting scope. This, combined with COVID-19 has
impacted our carbon intensity figures. As part of our improvement strategy, we aim to increase transparency and insight into the
social performance and diversity and inclusion in our portfolio. This will help us derive action plans for improvement going forward.

Rolf Friedli
Partner, Chairman of Capvis AG
and Head of the Green Team

“Measuring ESG maturity and KPIs is vital to
encouraging and reaching our goal on a year-onyear basis. We use this information to determine the
methods used by best-in-class companies and we think
about ways to replicate this. It also encourages a little
healthy ‘competition’ between our companies, because
everyone wants to have the best ESG performance.”
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SDG coverage

Adopted by the United Nations Member States in 2015, the
Sustainable Development Goals (“SDGs”) contribute to the
2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development. The 17 goals are
“a universal call to action to end poverty, protect the planet and
improve the lives and prospects of everyone, everywhere.”6 They
establish and encourage the multi-faceted and collaborative
efforts that must be made to achieve the sustainable transition.
Attaining the goals requires accomplishing sustainable tangible
outcomes, and we are committed to supporting this drive
towards sustainability.
We look to ourselves, and our portfolio companies to identify
and manage ESG risks and opportunities. Each company’s
key material themes are evaluated against potential positive

contribution to one of the SDGs. Once identified, we support
our portfolio companies in choosing and implementing chosen
projects, designed to support specific SDGs, determined as
most relevant to each company. We hope, that by establishing
an action plan through these projects and working towards
improving performance in each company’s key material themes,
we can contribute to the achievement of the SDGs and its 2030
targets.

UN SDG materiality in our portfolio
Within our portfolio, there is a variety of material SDGs. Overall,
the most common SDGs actively supported and contributed to
are SDGs 1,8,12,13, and 16. Each portfolio company chooses
1-3 projects in support of a selection of its material SDGs. We
constantly evaluate projects and initiatives to further contribute
to the SDGs.

Our portfolio companies’ products and services contribute to the achievement of the SDGs
In addition to the selected SDG projects, many companies simultaneously contribute to the achievement of the SDGs through
products, services and activities. A selection of these is presented below:

Kaffee Partner

hessnatur

SDG target: 12.2 By 2030, achieve the sustainable management
and efficient use of natural resources.

SDG target: 13.2 Integrate climate change measures into
national policies, strategies and planning.

Contribution: Kaffee Partner’s water dispensing solutions
eliminate the use of water bottles made of plastic, glass or
other materials and their production, handling, cleaning and
transporting emissions.

Contribution: hessnatur uses organic fibres hence protecting
soil and water from harmful substances and the associated
carbon emissions and water use. The company uses state-ofthe-art technologies for the mechanical production of textiles,
which reduces electricity consumption and generation of
greenhouse gases.

SDG indicator: 12.2.2 Domestic material consumption,
domestic material consumption per capita, and domestic
material consumption per GDP.

SDG indicator: 13.2.2 Total greenhouse gas emissions per year.

6. Source: https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/development-agenda
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“For 45 years, hessnatur has been a
real fair fashion player committed to the
highest ethical standards in the industry.
Improvement is continuous, and hessnatur
has appointed a Chief Sustainable Officer
who is in charge of overlooking and driving
this process.”
Johanna Dolci Investment Director and Board Member at hessnatur,
arena, Kaffee Partner, Gotha

arena

Felss

SDG target: 13.2 Integrate climate change measures into
national policies, strategies and planning.
Contribution: Felss’ cold forming solutions reduce waste of raw
materials in comparison to other production processes. Parts
manufactured by Felss machines typically require less or no
heat treatment and products provided by Felss are significantly
lighter than products made from solid steel cylinders, hence, the
carbon footprint of each part and the vehicle in which the parts
are installed, is reduced.
SDG indicator: 13.2.2 Total greenhouse gas emissions per year.

Visable

SDG target: 12.5 By 2030, substantially reduce waste
generation through prevention, reduction, recycling and reuse.

SDG target: 13.2 Integrate climate change measures into
national policies, strategies and planning.

Contribution: With a focus on high quality fabrics and product
durability, arena mainly uses polyamide, elastane and polyester
for its swimwear materials. The same materials are used for
several products to optimise fabric yield and reduce waste.

Contribution: Visable offers a viable alternative to trade
shows, eliminating the travel and waste associated with trade
shows. An environmental impact savings study is in progress in
collaboration with a selected university.

SDG indicator: 12.51 National recycling rate, tons of material
recycled.

SDG indicator: 13.2.2 Total greenhouse gas emissions per year.

Hennecke

SDG target: 12.5 By 2030, substantially reduce waste
generation through prevention, reduction, recycling and reuse.
Contribution: Hennecke’s ‘Next Generation Metering Machine’
is focused on saving resources during production of the machine,
improving operational efficiency during use of the machine
and extending the machine’s life cycle. New design guidelines
contain use of recyclable materials such as steel, aluminium and
copper, and a re-sale platform is being evaluated.
SDG indicator: National recycling rate, tons of material recycled.

Gotha

ProXES

SDG target: 6.4 By 2030, substantially increase water-use
efficiency across all sectors and ensure sustainable withdrawals
and supply of freshwater to address water scarcity and
substantially reduce the number of people suffering from water
scarcity.
Contribution: ProXES successfully redesigned a standard mill
to reduce water consumption by 40%. Legacy mills are currently
being retrofitted with the new technology and all future mills will
use this technology.
SDG indicator: 6.4.1 Change in water-use efficiency over time.

Tmax

SDG target: 12.5 By 2030, substantially reduce waste
generation through prevention, reduction, recycling and reuse.

SDG target: 13.2 Integrate climate change measures into
national policies, strategies and planning.

Contribution: Gotha has sustainability ‘guidelines’ to reduce,
reuse and recycle throughout the production and packaging
process. It also uses post-consumer recycledd (PCR) and
bio-based materials where possible. All materials are REACH
compliant and Gotha uses RMI certified mica, RSPO certified
palm oil, asbestos-free talc and PEG-free emulsifier.

Contribution: Tmax’s thermal and acoustic insulation solutions
lower the carbon footprint of combustion engines and reduce
greenhouse gas emissions through improved engine efficiency.

SDG indicator: 12.51 National recycling rate, tons of materials
recycled.
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Amann Girrbach

Tertianum

SDG target: 3.8 Achieve universal health coverage, including
financial risk protection, access to quality essential health-care
services and access to safe, effective, quality and affordable
essential medicines and vaccines for all.

SDG target: 3.8 Achieve universal health coverage, including
financial risk protection, access to quality essential health-care
services and access to safe, effective, quality and affordable
essential medicines and vaccines for all.

Contribution: The demand for dental prostheses and the
importance of high quality, accessible products is forecast to
increase. Hence, the wider dental industry has a strong license
to grow. Amann Girrbach contributes to societal health and
material efficiency of production through its highly digitalised
operations.

Contribution: Within Tertianum’s ESG strategy, quality of care
and quality of life in old age is a focus. The company implements
various initiatives to improve the quality of life of its customers
including guest afternoons, guest satisfaction surveys, internal
and external audits and innovation projects through the LifeLAB
initiative.

SDG indicator: 3.8.2 Proportion of population with large
household expenditures on health as a share of total household
expenditure or income.

SDG indicator: 3.8.1 Coverage of essential health services.

Variosystems

SDG target: 7.2 By 2030, increase substantially the share of
renewable energy in the global energy mix.
Contribution: Variosystems contributes to the development
of environmentally friendly technologies. Increasingly, green
technologies are emerging for private use (various intelligent
IoT applications) and in the energy industry. Variosystems’
pioneering electronics systems are produced sustainably
and make a significant contribution to the energy transition.
Additionally, its electronics manufacturing for green energy also
comprises photovoltaic solutions.

BSI

SDG target: 8.B By 2020, develop and operationalise a global
strategy for youth employment and implement the Global Jobs
Pact of the International Labour Organization.
Contribution: BSI has a unique strategy targeting university
graduates. It aims to train and coach the graduates, helping
them, in the long term, to become successful in their careers.
SDG indicator: Existence of a developed and operationalised
national strategy for youth employment, as a distinct strategy or
as part of a national employment strategy.

SDG indicator: 7.2.1 Renewable energy share in the total final
energy consumption.

Xovis

SDG target: 9.1 Develop quality, reliable, sustainable and
resilient infrastructure, including regional and transborder
infrastructure, to support economic development and human
well-being, with a focus on affordable and equitable access for
all.
Contribution: Xovis’ proprietary technology measures, tracks,
analyses and optimises people flow. Xovis uses 3D sensors
to create safe environments for human interactions, optimise
resource use, drive energy consumption efficiency and reduce
carbon emissions. Technologies have also been adjusted
to measure physical distance and recognise face masks in
response to the COVID-19 pandemic.

ARAG

SDG target: 2.4 By 2030, ensure sustainable food production
systems and implement resilient agricultural practices that
increase productivity and production, that help maintain
ecosystems, that strengthen capacity for adaptation to climate
change, extreme weather, drought, flooding and other disasters
and that progressively improve land and soil quality.
Contribution: ARAG increases productivity during land
cultivation whilst limiting the use of chemicals through its smart
systems and high precision machinery.
SDG indicator: 2.4.1 Proportion of agricultural area under
productive and sustainable agriculture.

SDG indicator: Passenger and freight volumes, by mode of
transport.

“On the board of ARAG, we decided a long time ago to invest in technologies
that will enable increased efficiencies in the field and reduce the use of natural
resources, ultimately benefitting the environment and all of us.”
Enrico Merlin Investment Director, Board Member at Tmax and ARAG
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UNPRI relationship

Capvis has been a signatory of the UNPRI since 2015.
To us, the UNPRI Principles provide advisory guidance
and easily digestible goals and ambitions which we can
communicate to others. The UNPRI is recognised industry
wide, and as a signatory, we can communicate our ESG
performance, activities and improvements to all. The
application of the UNPRI Principles combined with our ESG
approach enables us to ensure our own activities and those
of our portfolio are aligned with the long-term objectives of
our investors, the SDGs, our industry and wider society.
As a signatory to the UNPRI, Capvis is compliant with
the multitude of requirements. Demonstrating our
commitment to responsible investment practices, we
strive to exhibit complete integration of ESG factors and
the UNPRI Principles into our entire investment life cycle.

STRATEGY & GOVERNANCE

2020 UNPRI
rating A+
7

PRIVATE EQUITY

2020 UNPRI
rating A
7

THE UNPRI PRINCIPLES

We will incorporate ESG issues
into investment analysis and
decision-making processes

We will be active owners and
incorporate ESG issues into our
ownership policies and practices

We will seek appropriate disclosure
on ESG issues by entities in which
we invest

We will promote acceptance and
implementation of the UNPRI
Principles within the investment
industry

We will work together to enhance our
effectiveness in implementing the
UNPRI Principles

We will each report on our activities
and progress towards implementing
the UNPRI Principles

7. UNPRI 2021 results have not yet been published
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Community engagement
We value integration and collaboration
with the communities our portfolio
companies interact with and operate in.
Through community engagement, our
portfolio companies can make immediate
and notable positive impact. As such we
encourage the contribution to charities,
organisations and initiatives to give back to
the communities touched by our portfolio
companies and their operations. Below is
a selection of community engagements
both at our own firm, and throughout our
portfolio.

At Capvis

Jersey Trees for Life
We partner with Jersey Trees for Life, a charity established
in 1937 entirely dedicated to protecting the island’s trees
and woodlands. The charity aims to protect, preserve, plant
and restore the trees and hedgerows across Jersey, which
contributes to carbon sequestration. Through our annual
membership, we support the charity to restore and preserve not
only the tree network on the island, but the entire ecosystem.
We look forward to continuing to help the charity connect
important habitats across the island and encourage wildlife
to flourish, through planting and team building events in the
future.

Capvis Giving Back Day
Our Swiss team dedicated five man-days in 2021 to a nonprofit organisation which provides a variety of services to our
local community. It includes house cleaning services, removal
services and recycling centre services, to name a few. We
chose to support this organisation because its proximity to
the firm enables direct positive impact on our immediate
surroundings. The benefits of this organisation can be felt,
witnessed and appreciated by the local community and we are
proud to have contributed to its efforts.
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IN OUR PORTFOLIO
BSI

As part of its Christmas campaign, in December 2021 BSI
enabled its customers, partners and employees to plant
trees with a simple mouse click when receiving a digital
Christmas card. More than 1,000 trees were planted as a
result through ‘Grow my tree’ reforestation projects.

arena

arena is committed to improving the quality of life of its
community in Tolentino. In 2021 arena supported ‘Sport
Senza Frontiere’, a non-profit organisation that aims to
make sport more accessible for disadvantaged children
across Italy by fostering social inclusion and integration
and promoting a healthy lifestyle.

Gotha

Gotha supports the local initiative ‘Tutti per Gioia’ which
helps children with cancer and for Christmas 2021, Gotha
collected money for the AIRC Foundation for cancer
research in Italy.

Kaffee Partner

For the fourth year, Kaffee Partner donated to the
‘Kindertafel’ and the ‘Kindermahlzeit’ projects in 2021
alongside making clothes donations to its local Montessori
school. The company has also established its own ‘Kaffee
Partner for kids’ in Austria with the aim to support schools,
kindergartens and day care centres for children with
disabilities. Additionally, the company encourages its own
employees to start their own fundraisers, and in recent
years, employees have fundraised for local foodbanks
and homeless charities in Osnabrück.

Tertianum

Alongside its non-profit charity ‘Viventis’, which aims
to increase the quality of life of elderly care patients
by supporting them financially, Tertianum’s employees
volunteer to spend additional time with care patients and
residents to decrease loneliness.

hessnatur

hessnatur continues to run its Solidarity Fund, which
uses the tax advantage of a VAT reduction provided by
the German government to support garment workers who
became unemployed due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Visable

In 2021, Visable held its ‘Visable Social Day’ during which
employees give back to the community. Thirty employees
participated in a reforestation project and planted trees in
a forest near Hamburg.

Our portfolio
ESG performance
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Our portfolio ESG performance
Progress on portfolio goals is a key value
creation driver
We are proud of the effort and commitment that our portfolio
companies have contributed towards our portfolio-wide goals.
Over the past 12-18 months, we have experienced increased
engagement with our portfolio companies around ESG, and they
are experiencing tangible benefits.
Since 2018, we have been working alongside our portfolio
companies to reduce our carbon footprint. Collectively, our efforts
have resulted in 47% of our portfolio companies significantly
reducing8 their carbon intensity9. Many ESG projects have

already been implemented, and we look forward to supporting
our portfolio companies in this year’s project execution.
Additionally, we have successfully assisted portfolio companies
to introduce and enforce missing core sustainability policies, and
we will continue with our efforts to ensure all portfolio companies
possess the recommended policies.
Our companies are recognising that ESG data collection,
assessment and strategy integration is crucial. Collectively,
there is portfolio-wide understanding that ESG has the potential
to create significant long-term value, even though short-term
changes may be challenging.

“It gives me great pleasure to see the enthusiasm with which
our portfolio companies approach ESG topics. They are fully
committed to working shoulder-to-shoulder with us to create
value and drive the company forward.”
Nicole Wiesinger Finance Associate Director

Portfolio-wide metrics
PORTFOLIO METRICS
PORTFOLIO COMPANIES
ASSESSED (%)

100% (+30%)

ENVIRONMENTAL
CARBON FOOTPRINT
(ktCO2e)

SOCIAL
EMPLOYEE FEMALE
PARTICIPATION10 (%)

GOVERNANCE
POLICY
IMPLEMENTATION LEVEL
(%)

25.6 (+6%)

52% (+0%)

REVENUES
(€m)

CARBON INTENSITY
(tCO2e/€m revenue)

15.9 (-5%)

DIRECTOR FEMALE
PARTICIPATION (%)

23% (+2%)12

84 (+40%)

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
(#)

ELECTRICITY USE
(GWh)

EXECUTIVE
MANAGEMENT FEMALE
PARTICIPATION (%)

SUSTAINABILITY
PROJECTS
IMPLEMENTED (#)

1,870 (+8%)

11,310 (+3%)

59.7 (+9%)

14% (-1%)

88% (-3%)11

CORE POLICIES
IMPLEMENTED (#)

27 (+93%)

“I’ve seen encouraging improvement in the engagement from
our portfolio companies. The management teams have really
embraced ESG, and it has become a standing item on both
the Capvis Management and Board agenda, and the portfolio
company Board’s agenda.’”
Daniel Wendel Head of Finance

8. >10%
9. Units: tCO2e/€m
10. Employee-based weighted average
11. Relative decrease due to scope extension (more companies under review)
12. This does not refer to the Board of Directors, rather it refers to the second level of seniority in portfolio companies
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Portfolio companies’ summary table
All portfolio companies have maintained or improved ESG maturity.
In 2021 (including the Investment Advisor Capvis AG):

1 COMPANY

3 COMPANIES

was categorised
as ‘Reactive’

Fund

Capvis III CV

were categorised
as ‘Involved’

were categorised
as ‘Committed’

1 COMPANY

was categorised
as ‘Future proof’

Company

Sector13

HQ

Acquisition
year

ESG maturity14

Kaffee Partner

Advanced
Services & Software

Germany

2010*

Committed

hessnatur

Others

Germany

2012*

Future proof

arena

Others

Italy

2014*

Committed

Hennecke

Industrial
Technology

Germany

2016

Committed

Gotha

Advanced
Services & Software

Italy

2016

Committed
(improvement)

Felss

Industrial
Technology

Germany

2017

Involved

Visable

Advanced
Services & Software

Germany

2017

Committed

ProXES

Industrial
Technology

Germany

2017

Committed
(improvement)

Tmax

Industrial
Technology

Germany

2017

Committed

Amann Girrbach

Healthcare

Austria

2018

Involved

AMMEGA

Industrial
Technology

Netherlands

2018

Not within scope15

Variosystems

Advanced
Services & Software

Switzerland

2018

Committed

Xovis

Industrial
Technology

Switzerland

2019

Committed

Tertianum

Healthcare

Switzerland

2020

Committed
(improvement)

BSI

Advanced
Services & Software

Switzerland

2020

Reactive

ARAG

Industrial Technology

Italy

2020

Involved

Capvis IV

Capvis V

11 COMPANIES

* Year of initial acquisition by Capvis III; asset transferred to Capvis III CV in 2021.

“I do not see any conflict between sustainable long-term
economic interest and ESG. Just the opposite: for ARAG and
Tmax, the business models themselves are based on increasing
efficiencies and reducing the use of natural resources through
advancing technology and investments in R&D.”
Enrico Merlin Investment Director, Board Member at Tmax and ARAG

13. Capvis defined sectors
14. Source: MJ Hudson analysis
15. All statistics exclude AMMEGA, a Capvis Co-investment. AMMEGA’s ESG performance is monitored by lead investor Partners Group in collaboration with Capvis
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Examples of ESG-related value creation in 2021
We see ESG as an effective driver of value creation, as the two are inextricably intertwined. By encouraging our portfolio companies to
contribute to the SDGs through the execution of agreed projects, we believe that notable value creation opportunities are generated.
Below is a selection of SDG projects undertaken by our portfolio companies with demonstrable value creation opportunities.

Decarbonisation roadmap

Leadership academy

Fabric footprint awareness

Environmental savings study

Tmax developed a decarbonisation roadmap,
defining the company’s approach to adapting to an
increasingly decarbonised industry. With a strong
focus on the transition towards sustainable endmarkets, the company has a dedicated business
development focus toward hydrogen solutions and
high temperature fuel cells.

hessnatur’s ambition was to increase consumer
awareness of the carbon footprint of clothing
production by presenting the environmental
benefits of its products compared to mainstream
textiles and apparel. The company’s website now
displays the environmental footprint of its clothing
including water usage, CO2 footprint and avoided

In its locations in Germany and the US, Hennecke
launched its leadership academy for over 50
participants. With ambitions to increase the internal
hiring rate and enable managers to receive beneficial
training before transitioning into more senior positions,
Hennecke has received overwhelmingly positive
feedback from participants. It aims to roll out the
academy to its Chinese and Italian locations in 2022.

Visable conducted a study with the University of
Cologne, to quantify the environmental impact of
its online alternative to physical trade shows. The
company plans to develop a marketing strategy to
communicate the results of the study to relevant
stakeholders.

land-use.

Recyclable materials

Guest wellbeing

In contribution to its long-term goal to produce
all packaging with recycled materials, arena
introduced FSC-certified paper into its packaging
for 2022 and selected recycled materials to be
used in its Spring 2022 swimwear collection.

With the aim of improving residents’ health and
mobility, Tertianum piloted its MOVE concept across
nine locations. Results were positive overall and
indicated that to ensure even greater implementation
success, more information should be provided to
employees involved. In 2022 parties involved will be
provided with prior content via suitable media.

“arena is working on initiatives to increase the use of
recycled materials and drive change with innovation.”
Johanna Dolci Board Member at hessnatur, arena, Kaffee Partner, Gotha
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KPI tables 2021
Environmental performance Fund totals16,17,18
In 2021, we improved our environmental data collection and increased our reporting scopes. As our companies grow, we aim to
support them in improving their carbon footprint.

Capvis III CV

-27%

-11%
-10%

2,634

2,342

2,138

+16%

1,930
1,581

Carbon footprint
(tCO2e)

Electricity use (MWh,
% renewable)
2020

-22%

11
8

1,829

Gas use (MWh)

Carbon intensity
(tCO2e/€m revenue)

2021

Capvis IV

0%

9
7

Electricity intensity
(MWh/€m revenue)
2020

6

Gas intensity
(MWh/€m revenue)

2021

+6%
0%
12,747 12,722

13,698

14,542

10,167 10,359

Carbon footprint
(tCO2e)

-5%

21

Electricity use (MWh,
% renewable)
2020

0%

-7%

+2%

Gas use (MWh)

6

29

27

29

25

20

Carbon intensity
(tCO2e/€m revenue)

2021

Electricity intensity
(MWh/€m revenue)
2020

Gas intensity
(MWh/€m revenue)

2021

Capvis V
+13%

+8%

44,998
39,876

39

+25%
25,027

+13%

11,364

+15%

+9%

19,999

12,872

Carbon footprint
(tCO2e)

42

20
11

Electricity use (MWh,
% renewable)
2020

2021

Gas use (MWh)

23

12

Carbon intensity
(tCO2e/€m revenue)

Electricity intensity
(MWh/€m revenue)
2020

Gas intensity
(MWh/€m revenue)

2021

16. Based on available company data, carbon figures only include scope 1, 2 and business travel of scope 3
17. Some companies were not able to collect data for all locations, where this is the case, intensity was only calculated using the revenue of the
locations in scope
18. Intensity values of the fund are calculated by dividing the total carbon footprint/electricity use/gas use in the fund by the total revenue of the fund
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Social performance and D&I Fund totals19,20,21
We aim to create transparency regarding social performance and diversity and inclusion throughout our portfolio. Increased
transparency combined with measuring and reporting enables us to derive action plans accordingly.
Capvis III CV
64%
46%

50%

FEMALE PARTICIPATION AT
BOARD LEVEL 2021:

50%
34%
23%

Employees
Female FTEs

Directors
Female FTEs
2020

Executive Management
Female FTEs

23%

2021

Capvis IV

FEMALE PARTICIPATION AT
BOARD LEVEL 2021:
20%

22%

Employees
Female FTEs

24%

18%

12%

Directors
Female FTEs
2020

16%

Executive Management
Female FTEs

10%

2021

Capvis V

64%

63%

FEMALE PARTICIPATION AT
BOARD LEVEL 2021:
14%

Employees
Female FTEs

14%

Directors
Female FTEs
2020

9%

8%

Executive Management
Female FTEs

0%

2021

Corporate governance
In 2021, 84/96 (88%) of core policies were implemented across the portfolio companies assessed. See page 7 for a list of core
policies.

Capvis III CV

16/18

CORE POLICIES IMPLEMENTED

Capvis IV

35/36

CORE POLICIES IMPLEMENTED

Capvis V

27/36

CORE POLICIES IMPLEMENTED

19. Fund totals of employee female FTEs, female participation at board level and independent members of the board are calculated by dividing the
total female FTE/female board FTE/independent board FTE in the fund by the total FTE/board FTE of the fund companies
20. Fund totals of directors female FTE and executive management FTE are calculated through an average of the relevant company figures
21. N/A refers to unavailable data
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Industry risk profile
Over the years, we have compiled a diverse portfolio with exposure to a variety of industry and geographical risks. Standard industry
ESG risk scores indicate a medium-to-low risk score. All portfolio companies are headquartered in Western Europe and according
to MSCI these locations generally have lower exposure to social risks, whilst sourcing and supply chain risk through exposure to
higher-risk countries must be managed.

Company headquarters locations – Geographical risk22

Weighted ESG risk scores of portfolio industries*
Weighted Average
Personal Products
Health Care Equipment/Supplies
Industry Machinery/Conglomerates
Electronice Equipment, Instruments, & Components
Health Care Providers/Services
Apparel Retail
Distributors
Internet & Direct Marketing Retail
Software

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
*MSCI ESG Combined Risk scores (low 0 - high 10) are exclusively based on the industry and the country the company is operating in, they are not based on the position of the company in the supply chain
or their performance. Weighted average of portfolio is based on the MSCI risk scores of the industries the companies are present in and how many companies have exposure to each respective industry.

“At Visable and Hennecke, we strive for continuous ESG
improvement, and we discuss the topic as a standing
agenda item in our Advisory Board meetings.”
Kaili Shen Associate Director, Board Member at Visable and Hennecke

22. Global Industry Classification Standard (“GICS”) sub-industry classification system, developed by MSCI and S&P
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TCFD analysis
Our portfolio has overall low exposure to physical and transition risks from climate change.
In 2021, we carried out our first high-level analysis of physical risk (water risk), transition risk and transition opportunities in our
portfolio.

Overall materiality

6.7%

26.7%
66.6%

High

Physical risk:

As our portfolio companies are
predominantly based in Western Europe,
exposure to physical climate risks can be
considered low as locations are unlikely
to be exposed to natural disasters and
extreme weather.
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Medium

Transition risk:

Low

Transition risk of the portfolio is mainly
related to policy and legal concerns.
Specifically, the European-wide national
energy and climate plans (“NECPs”)
for 2030 which require companies to
decrease their energy consumption
and increase energy efficiencies across
operations and the supply chain.

Transition opportunities:

The biggest opportunity lies in developing
products/services which improve the
energy efficiency of activities or provide
lower carbon alternatives to mainstream
solutions.
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Summary and outlook
Overall, we have experienced steady progress in our ESG
performance in 2021. We assessed more companies than ever
before and are proud to report a carbon intensity reduction of
5%. We do, however, expect to continue to feel the impacts of
COVID-19 in the future, including carbon footprint increases due
to resumed business travel. As such, we will continue to explore
methods of emissions reduction to counteract this.
Whilst we did not receive 100% KPI submission from every
portfolio company, due to the lack of available data for new
company assessments, we do envisage that we will accomplish
this in the future. Throughout our portfolio, our companies have
committed to incorporating ESG considerations into their daily
activities and company strategies. Increasingly, we have seen
renewable electricity usage and direct efforts toward improving
governance. Impressively, 84 out of 96 core policies were
implemented across our portfolio. We will not, however, be fully
satisfied until we reach full implementation.
Across our portfolio, 27 SDG projects were completed, and 47
new projects were defined. Looking back on the past year, we
are pleased with the sustainable outcomes generated through
the implementation of these projects, and their sustained
contribution to the SDGs. Our approach of determining practical,
pragmatic ways of making concrete progress every year is
facilitated by our focus on the most important issues. Our plans
of action are realistic and achievable. We look forward to the
opportunity to support our companies in generating even greater
impact in the future.
As the transition to a net-zero carbon world progresses, our
ambition is to decrease our own carbon footprint, and that of
our portfolio. Identifying both risks and opportunities, to and
for, value creation amidst this transition is a focal topic for us in
2022, and we plan to extend the scope of our climate change
analysis. Additionally, diversity and inclusion is a key value driver
for us, and we are further directing our attention toward creating
a diverse, inclusive, attractive and talent-nourishing workplace
from the top down. Furthermore, we will be monitoring diversity
and inclusion related KPIs and initiatives throughout our portfolio
from 2022.
Our ambition is to help enable our companies to thrive. To us,
ESG is not optional, it is a requirement. Whilst we are well on our
way to ensuring alignment with our ESG values throughout our
portfolio, we will never stop improving and learning. It takes hard
work and dedication to be best in class, and this is what we are
always striving for, in everything we do.
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Capvis III companies observed
MODERATE PROGRESS
on targets set for 2021

Capvis IV companies observed
HIGH PROGRESS
on targets set for 2021

Capvis V companies observed
HIGH PROGRESS
on targets set for 2021

Company
success stories
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Company success stories
We believe it is important to showcase and celebrate our portfolio companies’ successes, particularly when it comes to creating real,
impactful and sustainable outcomes.
These success stories describe the ESG efforts, activities and plans of some of our portfolio companies, notably Kaffee Partner,
Hennecke, Gotha, Felss, ARAG, Amann Girrbach, Tertianum and Variosystems.
We selected these success stories to showcase the commitment and focus our companies have across the three factors of ESG.
Each selected portfolio company has exhibited noteworthy efforts to better its ESG commitments and shares our belief that ESG
must be thought about, and really is, more than just a tick-the-box exercise.
We appreciate each company’s efforts to improve its ESG performance, and we are excited to witness and support their future
achievements.
All eight companies are committed to supporting the SDGs, undertaking projects that are focused on:

“I particularly admire Tertianum’s approach towards ESG. It is
integrated into the entire strategy and simplified to be made
understandable and digestible to the entire workforce. Equally
important as the framework is the communication of ESG
efforts and values to all employees.”
Boris Zoller Co-Managing Partner, Head of Investment Team

AMMEGA is beyond the scope of our ESG assessment and is monitored by the lead investor Partners Group in collaboration with
Capvis. We do, however, feel it is important to recognise its outstanding ESG efforts, which can be found in AMMEGA’s UN Global
Compact Report. Therefore, we have included a short summary of publicly available ESG-related information concerning AMMEGA
in this section.
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“ESG is part of our DNA.”
Patrick Sostmann CEO
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Kaffee Partner is a B2B distributor of coffee and water dispensing
machines, founded in 1973, and headquartered in Osnabrück,
Germany. It provides dispensing machine consumables and
servicing to small and medium sized enterprises in Germany,
Austria and Switzerland. Kaffee Partner sees its water dispenser
business as intrinsically environmentally beneficial as it reduces
the need for water bottles. Patrick Sostmann, CEO, states: “ESG
is part of our DNA. By entering the water dispensary business,
you already make such a big difference. We are proud of this
area of our business and continue to encourage its growth.” The
company plans to calculate the environmental benefits of its
water dispensary business in the future.
Beyond the environmental benefits of its water dispensary
business line, the company is determined to revolutionise the
broader coffee machine industry. Already, Kaffee Partner’s
machines are designed to be repairable, and plans include a
new machine that will reduce energy consumption by 80%.
Patrick Sostmann is excited by the company’s overall future
ESG strategy and wants to change the whole mindset of the
company and its customers. “There is too great a distinction
made between new and used machines. We want to just say,
this is a coffee or water service machine. It serves the same
purpose and provides the same service. We must change the
mindset around it,” he says. He hopes this change will increase
Kaffee Partner’s share of used machines by around 50% and
improve circularity.

C A P V I S C O R P O R AT E S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y R E P O R T 2021

Kaffee Partner is a premium provider of coffee machines. The key distinction between itself
and competitors, is its superior customer experience and high level of customer satisfaction.
The company services coffee machines once a year and water dispensers twice a year. There
are already multiple customer touch points throughout the life cycle of its products. But the
company’s ambitions include measuring customer satisfaction even more frequently and
creating a more 24/7 service by increasing automation and digitalisation. Currently, it can
solve 60% of issues through telemetric data from machines or by phone consultation. Patrick
Sostmann, however, believes: “We can do more… greater digitalisation means less fuel used
for on-site visits.”

Working in partnership with Capvis
Since working with Capvis, Kaffee Partner has hired a member of staff strongly dedicated to developing its ESG strategy. ESG has
become more integral to the company’s strategic thinking, and Kaffee Partner has started projects to reduce energy consumption
and change its sales approach. Patrick Sostmann explains: “All our projects are looking more and more to ESG. Whilst others may
see it as a burden, we see ESG as benefitting both employee and customer satisfaction. It is top of my agenda… not only does it
impact success as a company, but it affects the ability to recruit exceptional talent.”

Key metrics
2021

-2%

CARBON INTENSITY
(tCO2e / €m net rev.)
COMPARED TO 2020

566

4/6

1,914

30%

EMPLOYEES (FTE)

CARBON FOOTPRINT
(tCO2e)

T C F D A N A LY S I S 23

HQ procures

TCFD analysis transition risk

Customer referral rate

TCFD physical climate risk

80%

Hybrid working offered,
with 60% of work done

W W W. C A P V I S . C O M

low
low

at home

23. Source: IMF, TCFD, WRI Aquaduct tool, Company data, MJ Hudson analysis

/

FEMALE PARTICIPATION
(FTE)

HIGHLIGHTS
100% green electricity from 2022

41

CAPVIS GOVERNANCE
POLICIES IN PLACE

TCFD transition opportunities

medium
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Key material themes and SDG targets determined most relevant for Kaffee Partner
Fleet & Fuel, Dispenser Circularity & Durability, Employee Health, Safety & Wellbeing, Quality of Product & Service,
Supply Chain Management and Integration of Sustainability Principles.

SDG PROJECTS 2022
100% green electricity at HQ
Kaffee Partner will strive to procure 100% renewable electricity at its HQ.

Fair wages
Kaffee Partner will alter its salary structure and pay system to ensure all workers are paid equally based on job
description and role.

ESG policy
Kaffee Partner will develop an ESG policy outlining company values and approach to sustainability.

Sustainability on the website
The company will endeavour to include an ESG statement and additional information related to its sustainability
efforts on its website.
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“We want every Hennecke
employee to enjoy coming
to work and take pride in
driving our success.”
Thomas Wildt CEO
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Hennecke has risen to ‘world market leader’24 in the production
of high-quality plant and processing technology for polyurethane
since it was founded in 1945. It is headquartered in St. Augustin,
Germany and operates in Italy, China, the US, South Korea,
Japan, Russia, Mexico and Singapore. Environmental impact
and material circularity of operations are key issues for the
industrial machinery and goods industry. As such, increasing
efficiencies and circularity is paramount to Hennecke. Rolf
Trippler, CSO, explains: “Day in and day out, we are working to
make our products as smart as possible, to use as little energy
and resources as possible.”
Hennecke prides itself on its efforts to contribute to a circular
economy by refurbishing and re-selling machinery over the
last 10 years. In 2021 it earned EUR 3.7m in revenues from
refurbished machines, broadened its product offering and has
directed focus towards the full life cycle of its machines and
services. Within its environmental technologies and services,
Hennecke provides retrofit solutions directly to its customers
when their machines reach end of life, and acts as a qualifying
agent for machines to be sold on its polyurethane industry
resale platform. Additionally, Hennecke launched ‘Ecofiller’, the
first machine for recycling or downcycling rigid foam that would
otherwise be discarded. As demand increases for this type of
environmental technology and regulatory changes come into
force, Hennecke plans to continue investing time and capital into
developing these technologies further.
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The Next Generation Metering machine is a notable project which contributes to a circular economy. Thomas Wildt, CEO, outlines:
“Our goal of the Next Generation Metering Machine is to provide our customers with something, on hand, to save on raw materials and
energy during the production of their product.” The machine will demonstrate improved operational efficiency, predictive maintenance
and have an extended life cycle. Launching at 2022’s K-Show, Düsseldorf, this machine exemplifies Hennecke’s drive to minimise its
products’ environmental impact and contribute to a circular economy.
Hennecke’s continued success is a testament to its employees’ successful development of these progressive solutions. Since 2019,
Hennecke has focused on creating a Great Place to Work through the ‘Hennecke Business System.’ Thomas Wildt says: “We want to
create an environment for innovation and performance, enabling our engineers and technicians to give their best performance day in
and day out. I believe that there is a strong correlation between fun, passion and achievement… we want every Hennecke employee
to enjoy coming to work and take pride in driving our success.

Thomas Wildt explains: “I am particularly proud of our high-performance Hennecke Business
System (HBS). The first two phases were centred around operations (Responsibility) and profitability
(Accountability). Now, we are in the midst of the most important phase… Sustainability. We believe in
the three Ps – people, profit, and planet.”

Working in partnership with Capvis
Since Capvis’ involvement, Hennecke has experienced the benefits of a group approach across the portfolio companies.
Rolf Trippler believes: “Capvis has provided us with great support. They require certain ESG reporting and project
implementation, and through involving third-party ESG consultants we have the support and direction to accomplish this.”
Capvis has provided financial backing behind Hennecke’s ESG initiatives. But beyond this, as Thomas Wildt states: “Capvis
believes that everything is always related to long-term sustainability considerations. Whether it is our new heating systems
or switching our lighting systems to light-sensitive LEDs. All of this is positive, helping us create a great place to work by
improving the workspace and becoming more environmentally friendly.”

Key metrics
2021

+18%

CARBON INTENSITY
(tCO2e / €m net rev.)
COMPARED TO 2020
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702

6/6

2,319

14%

EMPLOYEES (FTE)

CARBON FOOTPRINT
(tCO2e)

CAPVIS GOVERNANCE
POLICIES IN PLACE

FEMALE PARTICIPATION
(FTE)
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HIGHLIGHTS

T C F D A N A LY S I S 25

12-step Hennecke leadership academy

TCFD analysis transition risk

Flexible working options offered

medium

TCFD physical climate risk

medium

TCFD transition opportunities

medium

Key material themes and SDG targets determined most relevant for Hennecke
Environmental Impact of Operations, Product Life Cycle, Employee Health, Safety & Wellbeing, Product Quality & Safety, Supply
Chain Control and Integration of Sustainability Principles.

SDG PROJECTS 2021
Employee satisfaction survey
The first global survey was conducted in 2021. The next surveys are planned for 2023 and 2025.

Leadership academy
A leadership academy was successfully implemented in Germany and the US, with over 50 participants.
2022 plans include rolling the academy out to Italian and Chinese locations.

ESG governance policies
Hennecke successfully developed and implemented a comprehensive Code of Conduct.

SDG PROJECTS 2022
Next generation metering machines
The purpose of this project is to save resources in the production of the machines, improve operational
efficiency of the machines and extend the machine life cycle through predictive maintenance, retrofitting and
repairability.

Follow-up actions to 2021 employee survey
Hennecke aims to implement a follow-up process ensuring results from the 2021 global employee survey are
transferred into sustainable improvement measures across all levels.
Further update Code of Conduct
The goal is to comply with all legal and ethical rules, and to further integrate different cultures and values
within the group by creating a unified framework.

24. Every year the leading magazine ‘WirtschaftsWoche’ publishes a list of German global market leaders in conjunction with the University of St. Gallen
in Switzerland. Hennecke has won this title three times
25. Source: IMF, TCFD, WRI Aquaduct tool, Company data, MJ Hudson analysis
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Gotha develops, manufactures and markets white-label
cosmetics within EMEA, China and the US B2B markets.
Founded in 2005 and headquartered in Lallio, Italy, Gotha
provides ‘bulk and fill’ services as well as full-service
development. Often scrutinised on product quality, sourcing
and fair labour practices, cosmetic and skincare companies
must ensure the highest possible levels of transparency. In the
face of strict product quality, Gotha’s innovative approach has
ensured their position at the forefront of the industry.

“We want to be able to
provide our customers
with assurances
regarding environmental
and social standards…”

Gotha began its true sustainability journey in 2021 by
partnering with Cosmetic Italia, to create a benchmark
for cosmetic and skincare producers in Italy. Gotha also
worked with Bocconi University and Ergo Italia, to determine
achievable targets. Elena Graviani, Quality Control & Quality
Assurance Director, explains: “We put every effort into
avoiding greenwashing through offering internal training and
working with organisations such as Bocconi University and
Ergo Italia, to ensure that we are taking a scientific approach
to sustainability.”

Elena Graviani Quality Control & Quality
Assurance Director
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Gotha invests significant time and capital into research,
development and innovation to successfully marry clean beauty
with quality. It ensures a balance between the environmental
considerations of ingredients and the performance of all
products. All materials and product components comply with
national and international legislation, including REACH26.
RMI-certified mica27, RSPO certified palm oil28, asbestos-free
talc and PEG29-free emulsifier are all used, with 80% of raw
materials sourced from Italy. Elena Graviani explains: “We
want to be able to provide our customers with assurances
regarding environmental and social standards that not only
related to the impact of our products, but throughout each
development stage.”

C A P V I S C O R P O R AT E S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y R E P O R T 2021

Transparency throughout its supply chain is paramount to Gotha, and responsible sourcing and ensuring fair labour practices
upstream is a focal part of its ESG efforts this past year. In 2021, Gotha dedicated specific focus to increasing supply chain control
through creating a Supplier Code of Conduct. Its ethical code was also updated, and suppliers are now required to undergo
Workplace Condition Audits (“WCA”) conducted by third-party auditor Intertek. This past year, 40% of suppliers underwent the audit.
Additionally, Gotha became a Sedex member and alongside the third-party suppliers it serves, will be required to undergo SMETA30
audits in 2022.

Working in partnership with Capvis
Elena Graviani is particularly excited to be working towards Gotha’s ISO 14001 certification for environmental management. She
believes: “Not only will this certification improve our environmental impact as a company, but it will also help us measure our KPIs
and demonstrate our improvement year-on-year. It is more than a certification… it will be a fantastic achievement for Gotha, and
we are working towards this as a team.” Capvis’ specific goals and team approach have supported Gotha in implementing all the
requirements, and Elena Graviani describes their journey together as “rewarding, because we are all really working together.”

Key metrics
2021

-32%

CARBON INTENSITY
(tCO2e / €m net rev.)
COMPARED TO 2020

161

6/6

1,237

54%

EMPLOYEES (FTE)

CAPVIS GOVERNANCE
POLICIES IN PLACE

CARBON FOOTPRINT
(tCO2e)

FEMALE PARTICIPATION
(FTE)

HIGHLIGHTS

T C F D A N A LY S I S 32

85% of packaging made from recycling materials

TCFD analysis transition risk

No product recalls
Over 1700

hours of training delivered to employees

Became Sedex member
ISO9001 and ISO22716 certified
Registered with the FDA since 2017
31

low

TCFD physical climate risk

medium

TCFD transition opportunities

low

Engaged Ergo Sri to conduct comprehensive ESG assessment
Rated bronze by EcoVadis and increased score to 51

26. The Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of Chemicals (REACH) regulation launched by the EU in 2006 addresses the production
and use of chemical substances, and their potential impacts on both human health and the environment
27. Responsible Mica Initiative
28. Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil
29. Polyethylene glycol
30. Sedex Members Ethical Trade Audit
31. U.S. Food and Drug Administration
32. Source: IMF, TCFD, WRI Aquaduct tool, Company data, MJ Hudson analysis
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Key material themes and SDG targets determined most relevant for Gotha
Product & Packaging Materials, Fair Labour Practices, Employee Health, Safety & Wellbeing, Product Quality & Safety, Responsible
Sourcing & Transparency and Integration of Sustainability Principles.

SDG PROJECTS 2021
Internal ESG integration
Gotha developed its ESG policy which was published on its website in early 2022. Internal trainings and
ESG-related information campaigns have been conducted.

Supply chain control
Gotha created its Supplier Code of Conduct, and 40% of its third-party manufacturers underwent Workplace
Conditions Assessments. SMETA audit was conducted in Feb 2022.

SDG PROJECTS 2022
Monitor waste volumes
Gotha is pursuing ISO 14001 certification and aims to achieve this by Q4 2022. It envisages monitoring and
managing its waste through ‘piattaforma ecologica’, a local waste management platform.

Measuring D&I through KPIs
Gotha aims to monitor D&I KPIs twice a year to gain insight into its team diversity.

Customer satisfaction and product quality strategy
A complaints index has been created to monitor complaints. Gotha aims to implement a strategy to modify
and enhance its quality control approach and engage with customers.

Living wages and Supplier Code of Conduct
As part of the Workplace Conditions Audit (WCA), Gotha will investigate to what extent third parties pay living
wage and require all third parties to sign up to its newly created Code of Conduct.
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“Our technology replaces
other processes which
produce more waste
and are far more energy
intensive.”
Oliver Dohn CEO

Since its founding in 1905, Felss has grown to be a leading
industrial equipment and component provider for the automotive
and related industries. Headquartered in Königsbach-Stein,
Germany, with locations in Switzerland, the US, China and
Slovakia, Felss Group is comprised of Felss Systems, its
mechanical engineering division, and Felss Rotaform, its
component manufacturing division. Its dominant focus is on
cold forming and axial forming technologies, with cold forming
using less material and inducing less heat into parts than
rival technologies, meaning lower carbon emissions. It also
reduces material and energy waste and produces lightweight
components which reduce the energy consumption of cars.
Oliver Dohn, CEO says: “We see resource efficient solutions
as intrinsic to Felss. Our technology replaces other processes
which produce more waste and are far more energy intensive.
Right now, we are focusing on promoting our technology and
communicating its environmental benefits.” Plans are in place to
calculate the environmental benefits of every part and machine
that Felss delivers, with the support of masters and doctorate
studies in Germany.
Felss has innovated a water-based lubricant and coolant, as
opposed to oil and water mixtures which are typically used.
To avoid cold welding during the cold forming process, oil is
traditionally utilised as a coolant and lubricant. Felss, however,
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has been testing alternatives to oil-based lubricants over the past two years, to reduce the use of the environmentally harmful
material and reduce costs. Understandably, this is a complex process as every material and tool combination has a distinct behaviour
when put under force. An extensive testing phase ensures there are no other hazards associated with the new alternatives and Oliver
Dohn is “confident we can bring this solution into action and so far, we have had positive results.”
The potential applications of Felss’ solutions are vast. Currently, the company is looking to extend its service offerings to e-bikes
and beyond. Felss is exploring opportunities to work with German and Swiss bike manufacturers and steering solutions companies
to produce cost appropriate, environmentally friendly e-bike parts. Felss utilises the swaging process, which can avoid repetitively
using heat to shape metal, thereby lowering associated carbon emissions and improving resource efficiency. As regulations become
more stringent, Felss is confident that demand for its environmental technologies will increase, balancing current cost challenges.
The company’s ambition is to become renowned for its environmental and social focus. It wants to derive success from its
environmentally superior processes and products, whilst simultaneously increasing its attractiveness and profitability for all
stakeholders. As Felss continues to innovate and venture into new markets, Oliver Dohn believes that its advantage over competitors
will grow. He explains: “We put a lot of energy into innovation, adding value to customers. Ultimately all this energy will result in
producing more environmentally positive solutions than our competitors – this is our USP.”

Working in partnership with Capvis
Over the past two years, Felss has worked to develop its internal ESG strategy with the support of Capvis and third-party ESG
consultants. As the company continues to become more transparent, it recognises Capvis as a driving force; always challenging
Felss and helping integrate ESG as a strategic priority. Darko Kadoic, HR Director, states: “Everything is linked to our ESG
strategy. Going forwards, this gives us the foundation to allocate more time and focus to improving health and safety, supply chain
management and diversity and inclusion.” By formalising its ESG strategy, Felss can now track progress and communicate its
ESG efforts effectively, helping the company fight for top talent and continue to develop its environmental technologies.

Key metrics
2021

+2%

CARBON INTENSITY
(tCO2e / €m net rev.)
COMPARED TO 2020
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758

6/6

4,670

15%

EMPLOYEES (FTE)

CARBON FOOTPRINT
(tCO2e) Without Scope III

CAPVIS GOVERNANCE
POLICIES IN PLACE

FEMALE PARTICIPATION
(FTE)

C A P V I S C O R P O R AT E S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y R E P O R T 2021

HIGHLIGHTS

T C F D A N A LY S I S 34

92% of recyclable material used in Germany

TCFD analysis transition risk

Won Top 100 innovation award in 2019
Promotes flexible work arrangements
Employee engagement survey conducted in 2021

0 product defects (recalls, band stop) in 2021
ISO 12001, ISO 14001 and ISO 50001 certified
IATF 1694933 certified

medium

TCFD physical climate risk

low

TCFD transition opportunities

medium

Key material themes and SDG targets determined most relevant for Felss
Energy & Carbon, Material Efficiency & Waste, Employee Health & Safety, Product and Service Quality & Safety, Supply Chain
Management and Integration of Sustainability Principles.

SDG PROJECTS 2022
Increase product quality & safety requirements for suppliers
Felss aims to encourage its suppliers to adhere to the same extensive product quality and safety process
standards that it does internally. Requirements in the evaluation criteria will be increased for new suppliers.

Enhance supplier questionnaires and conduct an annual review of largest suppliers
Felss will endeavour to enhance its supplier questionnaire to include various ESG related questions.
Additionally, in 2022 Felss will develop a framework to annually monitor its largest suppliers.

Develop an ESG policy
Sustainability guidelines are in place across the Group. Felss aims to develop a formal ESG policy in 2022
to further formalise and enhance its ESG commitments.

“I am very proud that Felss has been able to achieve
significant efficiency improvements in the forming
processes through innovation projects and thus
significantly reduce the CO2 footprint and energy use.”
Patrick Höfliger Investment Director and Board Member at Felss

33. Quality management framework developed by the International Automotive Task Force (IATF) to harmonise quality management for the industry
34. Source: IMF, TCFD, WRI Aquaduct tool, Company data, MJ Hudson analysis
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“We are committed
to contributing to the
responsible production
of food.”
Victor Gottardi CEO
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Founded in 1976, and headquartered in Rubiera, Italy, ARAG
is a European and LATAM market leader for components,
accessories and solutions for spraying and agriculture. The
company specialises in providing end-to-end solutions for
farmers, and with over 4,500 products, it has sales offices in
Australia, Argentina and Brazil, beside the newly constituted
presence in the US. The primary goal in the agriculture and
farm machinery industry is to increase land productivity whilst
simultaneously limiting the use of chemicals. ARAG strives to
continue to lead the market through its high-precision spraying
product offerings. Victor Gottardi, CEO, says: “ESG is a dayto-day experience at ARAG. In our industry, there is a risk of
environmental damage, but our attention to this and our products
are ahead of the curve. We are committed to contributing to the
responsible production of food.”
Food production and environmental impact are intertwined
and constantly need to be balanced. Food production must be
sufficient in volume and quality to meet global demand. But to
ensure this, chemical spraying is vital. As the global population
grows and food security becomes even more pressing, demand
and production must be balanced with the need to preserve and
protect the environment. Increased regulatory requirements are
expected, yet currently there is little ESG distinction between
industry players. As demand for more technical and innovative
solutions grows, ARAG has the opportunity to truly differentiate
itself from its competitors through formalising its ESG approach.

C A P V I S C O R P O R AT E S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y R E P O R T 2021

ARAG has developed state of the art high-precision spraying solutions over many decades. “Our products are made more accurate
every day, particularly our flow measures”, according to Victor Gottardi. He adds: “We have the largest available product portfolio of
sprayer nozzles, including both plastic and ceramic options. These have longer lifespans and lower impact overall on the environment.”
Every individual nozzle requires a multitude of different components, each one dedicated to a single chemical product and to an exact
quantity of chemical. ARAG’s goal is to continue improving its smart systems and high precision machines to minimise the use of
harmful chemicals whilst simultaneously increasing food production.
The European Commission’s ‘Farm to Fork Strategy’ has set reduction targets for the use of chemical and hazardous pesticides by
50% and fertiliser use by 20% by 2030. ARAG is committed to contributing to a sustainable food system.

Working in partnership with Capvis
Victor Gottardi says: “We are working to implement full compliance aligned with Capvis’ requirements. Whilst these concepts
and considerations have always been present at ARAG, we are now structuring them in a better way.” ARAG is working to
communicate its ESG values and efforts more widely across the company. It hopes to create a cycle of collaboration with everyone
at the company through a formalised process of employee input. Employee health, safety and wellbeing are important parts of
ESG, and ARAG demonstrates its commitment to this through its internal committees, strong collaboration with trade unions,
health and safety system and health and safety department.

Key metrics
2021

-18%

CARBON INTENSITY
(tCO2e / €m net rev.)
COMPARED TO 2020

597

3/6

1,993

43%

EMPLOYEES (FTE)

CARBON FOOTPRINT
(tCO2e)

CAPVIS GOVERNANCE
POLICIES IN PLACE

FEMALE PARTICIPATION
(FTE)

“We are working to implement full compliance aligned with Capvis’
requirements. Whilst these concepts and considerations have always
been present at ARAG, we are now structuring them in a better way.”
Victor Gottardi CEO
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HIGHLIGHTS

T C F D A N A LY S I S 36

REACH35 compliant

TCFD analysis transition risk

ISO 9001 certified quality management system

0 product recalls in 2021
0 safety incidents with products in 2021

low

TCFD physical climate risk

medium

TCFD transition opportunities

medium

Key material themes and SDG targets determined most relevant for ARAG
Energy & Carbon, Material Efficiency & Waste, Employee Health & Safety, Product Quality & Safety, Supply Chain Control and
Integration of Sustainability Principles.

ARAG underwent its first ESG assessment in 2021.

SDG PROJECTS 2022
Environmental management system
ARAG intends to do all preliminary work to acquire ISO 14001 certification in 2023.

Gift policy
ARAG will develop and implement a gift policy, outlining rules for receiving gifts and financing sponsorships.

Supplier Code of Conduct
ARAG will draft and implement a supplier code of conduct, providing a guide for new supplier interaction and
ensuring compliance.

“I am proud of having completed the first outside-in ESG
assessment of ARAG with external advisors, having
agreed on specific improvement goals in a structured and
trackable manner. ESG goals and KPIs are now part of the
Board agenda and actively followed.”
Enrico Merlin Investment Director, Board Member at Tmax and ARAG

35. Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of Chemicals (REACH)
36. Source: IMF, TCFD, WRI Aquaduct tool, Company data, MJ Hudson analysis
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“To improve the dental
health and wellbeing of
people via innovative
solutions … that is our
driving purpose.”
Joerg Mayer CFO
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With roots dating back to 1948, and headquartered in Koblach,
Austria, Amann Girrbach, is a leading innovator and fullsolution provider in digital dental prosthetics. As a producer of
medically regulated consumables, Amann Girrbach’s business
offering is inherently tied to ESG. Joerg Mayer, CFO, states:
“To improve the dental health and wellbeing of people via
innovative solutions … that is our driving purpose. We want
to enable dental professionals to provide all services to their
patients digitally.”
Fundamental to its business offering, Amann Girrbach values
and considers the welfare, health and safety of its customers.
Now, the company is reflecting inwards to ensure it is fulfilling
its responsibilities to both its employees and the environment.
Referring to Amann Girrbach’s ESG journey, Joerg Mayer
believes: “We must do it now and do it the right way. There is
no easy answer to ESG, and it cannot be simply fixed overnight.
By nature of our business, we consume a lot of energy, and we
need to improve our carbon footprint. This is our starting point,
and ultimately, we want to be best-in-class.”

C A P V I S C O R P O R AT E S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y R E P O R T 2021

Amann Girrbach has dedicated significant time and effort into choosing the most effective and functional solution to reduce its carbon
footprint and environmental impact. In 2022, Amann Girrbach aims to establish its own Green Team, with the purpose of becoming
experts in the company’s carbon footprint, and deciphering which available options will make the greatest commercially viable
improvements. According to Joerg Mayer, “we are dedicated to becoming a green factory, and to becoming net zero ourselves,
upstream and downstream. To accomplish this, we must implement ESG-related topics as standard processes, consider regulatory
developments, integrate ESG into all R&D and understand our customers’ demands too. This will be the role of the Green Team… to
decide and understand where we can make the biggest impact, both for ourselves, and for the environment.”
Amann Girrbach is currently undertaking its ‘Project Unity’, which involves the construction of the company’s future headquarters
and manufacturing location. The two main considerations of the project are creating a facility that fits the needs of the company and
supporting the company’s goal of transitioning to net zero. This project presents a significant opportunity not only to improve the
company’s carbon footprint, but also to innovate and implement a variety of solutions to achieve this. One such example is the use of
groundwater present due to the site’s proximity to a riverbank, as part of the building’s heating and cooling ecosystem. Additionally,
Amann Girrbach has explored solar energy opportunities, heating efficiency solutions, and sourcing its remaining energy needs
through green power providers.
‘Project Unity’ also offers important employee satisfaction and wellbeing opportunities. Amann Girrbach wants to be the most attractive
employer for its employees, by providing practical support such as ensuring enough power chargers for electric cars onsite, and by
nurturing a supportive work environment. Joerg Mayer states: “We want to provide a relaxing environment, that is family friendly, safe,
and home-like. We already offer hybrid working, and we are approaching Project Unity with employee satisfaction and wellbeing at
the forefront of our minds.”

Working in partnership with Capvis
Since working with Capvis, Amann Girrbach’s ESG considerations have improved in a structural way, helping to motivate and
change the company’s entire behaviour. Amann Girrbach understands that its ESG journey must be approached step-by-step,
and Project Unity is an impactful and impressive first step. Joerg Mayer adds: “There was never a discussion about whether this
project should be supported. It makes ESG sense. We have felt the impact of Capvis’ full backing, and ESG is now a standard
item in our Board discussions. To us, ESG is more than just a check-the-box exercise… it is what drives us. It really does affect
the entire world, and the next generation, and we feel this responsibility deeply.”

Key metrics
2021

516

6/6

+62%

840

39%

CARBON INTENSITY
(tCO2e / €m net rev.)
COMPARED TO 2020

EMPLOYEES (FTE)

CARBON FOOTPRINT
(tCO2e)

CAPVIS GOVERNANCE
POLICIES IN PLACE

FEMALE PARTICIPATION
(FTE)

This figure only contains business
travel in Scope III

“We are dedicated to becoming a green factory, and to being net zero ourselves,
upstream and downstream.”
Joerg Mayer CFO
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HIGHLIGHTS

T C F D A N A LY S I S 41

HQ procures 93%

TCFD analysis transition risk

renewable energy

ISO 9001 and ISO 13485 certified

TCFD physical climate risk

MDSAP37 and UL/C5A38 certified
Products are REACH and ROHS 2
regulation compliant
39

low
low

40

TCFD transition opportunities

medium

Key material themes and SDG targets determined most relevant for Amann Girrbach
Energy & Carbon, Product Life Cycle, Product Quality & Safety, Access & Affordability, Supply Chain Management and Integration
of Sustainability Principles.

SDG PROJECTS 2021
Product packaging
This project is currently being undertaken. The goal is to shift packaging to eco-friendly alternatives.

Purchasing policy
The company is in the midst of implementing its Supplier Code of Conduct to support the current terms and
conditions of purchase. It will be sent to relevant non-EU suppliers.

ESG governance
Amann Girrbach developed its ESG policy in 2021, as well as other governance policies. All new policies
include mandatory training for all employees.

SDG PROJECTS 2022
Plastic-free packaging solutions
Amann Girrbach aims to implement a plastic-free packaging solution for consumables which is fully
recyclable and aesthetically appealing.

Purchasing policy
The company aims to develop a purchasing policy which includes relevant social and environmental
standards. Compliance of non-EU suppliers will be prioritised.

Optimise carbon footprint through formation of ESG team
Amann Girrbach’s goal is to form an internal ESG team to lead the creation of an ESG strategy, focussing
specifically on optimising the company’s carbon footprint.

37. Medical Device Single Audit Program (MDSAP)
38. Underwriter Laboratory / Canadian Standards Association (UL/CSA)
39. Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of Chemicals (REACH)
40. Restriction of Hazardous Substances Directive (ROHS 2)
41. Source: IMF, TCFD, WRI Aquaduct tool, Company data, MJ Hudson analysis, Umwelt Bundesamt
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Tertianum is a nationally recognised leading provider of elderly
living and care solutions in Switzerland. Founded in 2005, and
headquartered in Dübendorf, Tertianum provides key services
across its 88 Swiss locations, including inpatient care, assisted
living and specialised care solutions for dementia, Huntington’s
disease and Parkinson’s.

“We must act with
responsibility always
at the forefront of our
minds.”
Dr. Luca Stäger CEO

The success and quality of care in the elderly care industry is
reliant on people. But to enable superb services, there must
be appropriate facilities and infrastructure, which often require
large supplies of energy and sophisticated waste management
systems. Dr. Luca Stäger, CEO, describes Tertianum’s attitude
towards ESG as “a responsibility…we are the third largest
private health care company in Switzerland and as such,
we must act with responsibility always at the forefront of our
minds.”

Tertianum aspires to be a recognised talent factory.
Already, the company employs around 500 apprentices
in various roles. In 2022, Tertianum plans to expand its
employee development efforts by investing in a cultural
development program and leadership program which
will include 120 employees selected from executive
management.
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The multi-faceted nature of its business encouraged Tertianum to further develop its ESG strategy in 2021. Since 2016, the
company has published sustainability reports, but now, it has formalised and created a bespoke three-pillar strategy focused on
the next five years. The strategy is centred around quality of life in old age, social responsibility and climate responsibility.
One component of the ‘Quality of Life in Old Age’ pillar is the LifeLab for innovation platform. Dr. Luca Stäger explains: “Its
purpose is to increase the quality of life of our residents through participation in physical innovations by start-ups, universities and
employees. We are constantly working to create a formal innovation process, fully integrated into our strategy.” The implementation
of innovative solutions such as LifeLab has helped improve residents’ mobility, improved the efficiency of the company’s own
operations, and increased its integrated care opportunities.

Working in partnership with Capvis
Dr. Luca Stäger states: “It is important to introduce and incorporate ESG so that it becomes a part of normal everyday life, both
at home and at work.” Creating this formalised strategy, which measures, reports and helps the company to understand its key
areas for improvement, in-turn helps set short- and long-term targets. Capvis has fully supported Tertianum’s ESG endeavours
and encourages the company to become more KPI-oriented, and importantly, communicate its ESG efforts, both internally and
externally to promote transparency, accountability and measure performance.

Key metrics
2021

3,991

6/6

+15%

7,578

76%

CARBON INTENSITY
(tCO2e / €m net rev.)
COMPARED TO 2020

EMPLOYEES (FTE)

CARBON FOOTPRINT
(tCO2e)

T C F D A N A LY S I S 42

Internal care audit conducted quarterly

TCFD analysis transition risk

~25 stakeholders
Sources

100% renewable electricity
ISO9001 certified in French speaking locations and
two locations in Canton Graubünden; aim to have all
locations ISO9001 certified by end of 2022

/

FEMALE PARTICIPATION
(FTE)

HIGHLIGHTS

ESG workshop held with
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low

TCFD physical climate risk

low

TCFD transition opportunities

low

C A P V I S C O R P O R AT E S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y R E P O R T 2021

Key material themes and SDG targets determined most relevant for Tertianum
Energy & Carbon, Waste Management, Talent Development & Employee Wellbeing, Quality of Care and Integration of Sustainability
Principles.

SDG PROJECTS 2021
MOVE concept
MOVE concept, an innovation using vibration modules to stimulate spine movement in elderly patients, was
piloted in nine locations. Successful implementation was dependent on commitment of local executives
and availability of information to employees.

ESG policy
ESG workshop was held in 2021 with c. 25 stakeholders. The outputs of this workshop created Tertianum’s
sustainability strategy, which includes sustainability criteria, annual goals and metrics to be measured.

SDG PROJECTS 2022
Coolant replacement
Tertianum aims to replace the refrigerator coolant in 12 of its locations to align with emerging environmental
regulation in Switzerland. The refrigerators’ environmental impact will be reduced as a result.

Cultural development programme
Tertianum will develop a manager training program, with the assistance of Jester, a company specialising in
personal development. The training program will include 4-6 days training for all managers.

ISO 9001 for the Tertianum Group
Tertianum aims to achieve ISO 9001 certification for the entire group. This certification is already available for
a selection of locations.

42. Source: IMF, TCFD, WRI Aquaduct tool, Company data, MJ Hudson analysis
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“We have an obligation to
know how our suppliers
work and confirm that
both we and our supply
chain are ESG-proofed.”
Dario Germann Head of ESG
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Founded in 1993, and headquartered in Steinach, Switzerland,
Variosystems is an Electronic Engineering and Manufacturing
Services (“EEMS”) provider offering complete end-to-end
solutions and complete outsourcing (including logistics). The
company has locations in Mexico, Sri Lanka, China, Croatia and
the US. Variosystems views ESG as an important tool for value
creation and it endeavours to communicate this throughout
its workforce. Dario Germann, Head of ESG, states: “The
importance of ESG is constantly increasing. At Variosystems
we know that implementing ESG projects and initiatives can
reduce and mitigate various risks, whilst simultaneously
creating additional value.”
Typical of an EEMS company, Variosystems’ supply chain
is complex and lengthy. Hence, the company endeavours
to encourage transparency throughout its supply chain to
ensure fair labour practices and sustainable sourcing of
conflict materials. In 2021, Variosystems introduced its ESG
supplier audit program, which includes a self-assessment of
its ~75 top suppliers. Dario Germann adds: “We need the
entire company to be fully on board with our ESG efforts.
Increasingly customers demand greater transparency, and we
have an obligation to know how our suppliers work and confirm
that both we and our supply chain are ESG-proofed.” Through
its auditing system, Variosystems can actively communicate
its ESG values and implement its Supplier Code of Conduct
with the ambition of becoming a future proof company and
role model within the industry.

C A P V I S C O R P O R AT E S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y R E P O R T 2021

To reach this goal, Variosystems considers its employees to be key. The company places a special focus on its staff and through
initiatives such as its global harmonised employee satisfaction survey, it aims to support all employees’ health, safety and
wellbeing. Currently, more than half of Variosystems’ employees are in Sri Lanka. Ramon Germann, Deputy General Manager
Volume Production Sites, explains: “Our employees have felt the force of the economic crisis in Sri Lanka. I am proud to say that
we have supported our employees directly by supplying approximately 30 tonnes of rice, dahl, milk powder and sugar in March
2022.” Variosystems believes that it is important to support not only its own employees, but their families and communities too.
According to Ramon Germann, “we can only perform at our best when our employees and their families are looked after.”

Working in partnership with Capvis
Understanding the environmental impacts of its operations is important to Variosystems, and through taking steps such as
increasing renewable energy production and KPI reporting on logistics, the company continues to make progress in reducing its
environmental impact. Dario Germann says: “Capvis has provided us with clear structures and milestones required to reach our
ESG goals, helping us execute our ESG projects and initiatives. We gained a new, external investor, perspective and this helps
us maintain and improve our reporting.”

Key metrics
2021

1,990

6/6

-12%

6,446

58%

CARBON INTENSITY
(tCO2e / €m net rev.)
COMPARED TO 2020

EMPLOYEES (FTE)

CARBON FOOTPRINT
(tCO2e)

CAPVIS GOVERNANCE
POLICIES IN PLACE

FEMALE PARTICIPATION
(FTE)

“We can only perform at our best when our employees and their families are
looked after.”
Ramon Germann Deputy General Manager Volume Production Sites
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T C F D A N A LY S I S 42

94% of logistics partners

TCFD analysis transition risk

have ISO 14001 certification

low

309 tCO2e saved through sea shipments

TCFD physical climate risk

as an alternative to air travel in 2021

medium

Renewable energy production
(MWh) +128% in 2021

TCFD transition opportunities
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Key material themes and SDG targets determined most relevant for Variosystems
Outsourced Logistics, Energy Use, (E-)Waste, Recruitment, Retention & Development, Supply Chain Management and Integration
of Sustainability Principles.

SDG PROJECTS 2021
ESG supplier audit
A supplier Code of Conduct was developed, and a supplier self-assessment was created based on this and
sent to the top ~75 suppliers.

Employee satisfaction
A global employee satisfaction survey was conducted, all entities and general managers provided feedback.
Follow-up measures were identified, and plans are in place to hold the survey in 2022 to measure progress.

Outsourced logistics project
KPI reporting on logistics was introduced, enabling full transparency on related carbon emissions.

SDG PROJECTS 2022
Carbon savings of new locations
Variosystems aims to measure the carbon saving impact from shifting production from Sri Lanka to Mexico and
Croatia, relative to 2019 and 2020.

Waste reduction targets
The company hopes to develop insight into waste volumes produced and set reduction targets for all locations
based on this. Additionally, ensuring employee awareness on this topic is a focal point.

Gender pay gap analysis
Variosystems has already conducted a gender pay gap analysis at its Swiss site. Now, it plans to carry out this
analysis across all locations. Its ambition is to address any gender-related pay gaps which emerge.

43. Source: IMF, TCFD, WRI Aquaduct tool, Company data, MJ Hudson analysis
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Appendix A:
Capvis III CV portfolio company summaries

Capvis III CV
Kaffee Partner distributes coffee and water dispensing machines to over 70,000 small and medium sized
enterprises in Germany, Austria and Switzerland. The company has approximately 600 employees and provides
servicing and advice, flexible rental models and consumable and supplementary products that stock its machines.
hessnatur is a sustainable leader in designing and distributing organic apparel and home textiles. Founded in
1976 and headquartered in Butzbach, Germany, it operates across German-speaking Europe through mail order,
an online platform and retail stores. hessnatur is recognised internationally for its commitment to impeccable
ecological and social standards.
arena is a universally recognised premium high-quality swimwear and equipment brand, focussing primarily
on competitive swimmers and swimming fans worldwide. Since its establishment in 1973, arena has grown its
global network of distributors and licensees to 131 countries. Headquartered in Tolentino, Italy, the company has
commercial subsidiaries in Italy, France, Germany and the US.
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Appendix B:
Capvis IV portfolio company summaries

Capvis IV
Since its establishment in 1945, Hennecke has grown to be the global market leader in the manufacturing of highquality machinery equipment and systems for polyurethane (‘PUR’) processing. Headquartered in St. Augustin,
Germany, Hennecke has production sites in Germany, Italy, China and the US, and sales offices in South Korea,
Japan, Russia, Mexico and Singapore. The company sells its products in over 100 countries and works with
processors and users across the world to innovate and continue paving the way in high-pressure technology.
Founded in 2005 and headquartered in Bergamo, Italy, Gotha cosmetics creates, develops and manufactures
colour cosmetics for the cosmetics and skincare industry. The company has sales and marketing offices in Paris,
New York, Los Angeles, Seoul and Shanghai, and employs over 160 staff members.
Since its establishment in 1905, Felss has developed into the international Felss Group, providing cold forming
solutions in the automotive industry. The Felss Group specialises in lightweight construction and providing
resource-efficient solutions for its customers. With locations in Germany, Switzerland, Slovakia, the US and
China, Felss Group has over 750 employees across its two divisions: Felss Systems and Felss Rotaform.
Through its B2B platforms and online marketing services, Visable supports industrial SMEs to increase
accessibility to buyers over the internet, on an international scale. Headquartered in Hamburg, Germany, Visable
has over 350 employees across its locations in Hamburg, Berlin and Paris. It operates marketplaces Wer liefert
was (‘wlw’), founded in 1932 and the leading B2B marketplace in the DACH region, and EUROPAGES, a
European B2B marketplace that was founded in 1982.
ProXES is a leading supplier of machines and process lines in the production and processing of liquid and
semi-liquid food, cosmetic and pharmaceutical products. Founded in 2014, and headquartered in Hamburg,
Germany, ProXES has facilities in Germany, Switzerland, Belgium, Russia, UK, the US, China and Singapore.
With over 500 employees and more than 100,000 installations worldwide, ProXES predominantly works in the
food industry and unites three leading technology suppliers: FrymaKoruma, Stephan and Terlet.
Founded in 1976, and headquartered in Mannheim, Germany, with facilities in Germany, the US, Serbia,
Romania, China and Italy, Tmax Group comprises of brands Thermamax and Thermisol and employees
over 500 people worldwide. It is a global leader in the design and manufacturing of thermal and acoustic high
temperature insulation systems for engine compartments and exhaust lines in diesel and gasoline engines, fuel
cells and electric drive systems.
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Appendix C:
Capvis V portfolio company summaries

Capvis V controlled investments
Established in 2004, and headquartered in Koblach, Austria, Amann Girrbach, is a leading innovator in digital
dental prosthetics. Producing premium machinery and consumables used in the making of dental prosthetics,
Amann Girrbach has production plants in Rankweil and Nüziders, Austria, and sales offices in Germany, Italy,
France, the US, Singapore, Brazil and China. The company employs approximately 500 people and is active
in over 90 countries worldwide.
Variosystems was founded in 1993, and today it has approximately 2,000 employees, with headquarters in
Steinach, Switzerland, and facilities in Switzerland, Croatia, China, Sri Lanka, the US, and Mexico. It provides
market leading complete end-to-end solutions and complete outsourcing (including logistics) within the
Electronic Engineering and Manufacturing Services industry.
Headquartered in Zollikofen, Switzerland, Xovis was founded in 2008 and employs more than 130 people in
Switzerland and the US. It is a market- and technology-leading developer, producer and distributor of loT-3D
sensors and software solutions, utilised in precise counting and analysis of people flows worldwide.
Founded in 1982, and headquartered in Dübendorf, Switzerland, Tertianum is a leading elderly care service
provider offering inpatient care and living services. It offers a variety of specialised care services across its
88 locations, with approximately 3,900 care beds, and about 2,400 apartments for assisted living and 4,800
staff members.
BSI supports companies in digitalisation with consistent consumer focus by supplying scalable and innovative
software solutions. It provides support to customers for implementation and software use, CRM and marketing
automation platforms, and offers software to support and document clinical trials. With eight locations in
Switzerland and Germany, BSI employs approximately 400 people.
Headquartered in Rubiera, Italy, ARAG serves over 1,500 customers in over 110 countries, with commercial
subsidiaries in Argentina, Australia and Brazil, and production subsidiaries in Italy and Bulgaria. ARAG is a
specialist in components, accessories and solutions for spraying, weeding and precision farming.
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Capvis Co-Investments
AMMEGA comprises the Dutch Ammeral Beltech and Italy’s Megadyne to form the European No 1 and global
No 2 in developing, manufacturing and servicing of lightweight conveyor belts and polyurethane transmission
belts. Together, under one brand name, these market leaders offer their customers more than a century of
combined industry experience and leadership. With over 50 industry applications across multiple sectors such
as food, packaging, agriculture, logistics and automation equipment, the scope of AMMEGA’s solutions is
significant.
Since its first report in 2019, AMMEGA has published a UN Global Compact Report annually to demonstrate its efforts and ambitions
around sustainability. The report can be accessed here.
AMMEGA’s ESG performance is monitored by the lead investor Partners Group in collaboration with Capvis.
The company’s approach to sustainability includes:
• Monitoring its ESG impact through a dedicated management system
• Integrating processes and policies across the organisation to address ESG impact
• Striving to minimise the negative impacts caused by its business activities and maximise value creation objectives
Performance is evaluated in four categories: Labour & Human Rights, Sustainable Procurement, Environment and Ethics.
AMMEGA has demonstrated significant progress in these categories, and as such its Ecovadis rating improved from ‘bronze’ to
‘platinum’ in 2021, scoring 76 out of a possible 100 and ranking in the top 1% of evaluated companies.
AMMEGA has incorporated objectives regarding the below SDGs, as they are the most appropriate to its business activities:
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Appendix D:
Prohibited industry sectors*

Sectors and businesses below are prohibited from Capvis investment, due to their opposition to our responsible investment strategy
and overall fund strategy.
No investment in a company whose primary business relates to:
• Pornography or vice
• The manufacturing, sales or marketing of weapons, artillery and ammunition to be used in the act of war or military conflict
(“Military Products”), or components of the same, if the primary purpose of such component is for it to be included as a component
in a Military Product
• Exploration for oil or gas
• The manufacture of tobacco products
• The operation of gambling facilities
• The operation of nuclear power plants
No investment in:
• A company involved in (i) the production, trade and/or distribution of cluster bombs and/or anti-personnel mines (ii) the production
of tobacco products or (iii) any activity of prostitution or procuring of prostitutes
• A company that generates more than 20% of its revenues, from coal-based activities, including, but not limited to, (i) coal
extraction, (ii) coal power generation, (iii) sale and production of electricity via a coal powered plant and/or (iv) coal mining
• Any Portfolio Company which is involved in the illegal manufacture, sale or production of drugs under applicable law.

*as per Capvis Equity V L.P. Limited Partnership Agreement and investor side letters
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Disclaimer

This report (the “Report”) and the information contained herein (the “Information”) are being provided by Capvis AG on a confidential
basis for the sole purpose of providing certain summary information about efforts undertaken by Capvis AG and the funds advised by
Capvis AG (together “Capvis”) with regard to the sustainable development of their business. The information contained herein must
be kept strictly confidential and may not be reproduced or redistributed in any format without the prior written approval of Capvis. This
Report is proprietary to Capvis and if you are not the intended recipient, you may not read, copy, distribute or use the Information and
must return this Report to Capvis immediately.
The Report is being provided on an “information only” basis and no reliance should be placed upon the Information by any person.
No representation, warranty or undertaking (express or implied) is given, and no responsibility is accepted by Capvis, any of their
affiliates or any of their respective partners, members or employees as to the adequacy, accuracy, completeness, currency, reliability
or reasonableness of the Information, or any oral or other communication in connection with the Information. Capvis shall be under
no obligation to update or correct any inaccuracy in the Report. To the fullest extent allowed by law, Capvis, any of their affiliates and
their respective partners, members and employees shall not be liable, whether in contract, tort (including negligence) or otherwise
howsoever, for any losses, damages, costs or expenses of whatever nature (including (without limitation) any consequential, indirect
or unforeseeable loss or loss of bargain, opportunity or profit) incurred or suffered by a recipient of this Report or any third party
arising out of or in connection with the use of the contents of this Report. Recipients should not treat the Information as advice relating
to legal, regulatory, taxation, financial, investment, accounting or other matters. The Report is not, and shall not be construed as, a
prospectus or an advertisement in any jurisdiction and no offer, marketing, solicitation or invitation for an investment is being made.
A private offering of interests in any fund managed or advised by Capvis AG or any of its affiliates will only be made pursuant to the
private placement memorandum and the partnership agreement (or equivalent governing document(s)) of such fund.
No representation or warranty is given as to the achievement or reasonableness of any future projections, forecasts, targeted
or illustrative returns. Any forward-looking statements, results, valuations, or projections contained herein represent Capvis’ own
assessment and interpretation of information available as at the date hereof and are based upon assumptions contained herein
which Capvis believes to be reasonable, but which may not prove to be accurate or to reflect all relevant facts. Where projections,
forecasts, targeted or illustrative returns or related statements or expressions of opinion are given (if any), they should not be
regarded by any recipient as a guarantee, prediction or definitive statement of fact or probability. Under no circumstances should an
assumption be made that the Information is correct as of any time subsequent 31 December 2021. Except where otherwise indicated
herein, the Information is based on matters as they exist as of the date of preparation and not as of any future date, and will not
be updated or otherwise revised to reflect information that subsequently becomes available, or circumstances existing or changes
occurring after the date hereof. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future performance. There can be no assurance that
comparable results will be achieved in the future.
This Report is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity that is a citizen or resident or located in
any locality, country, state or other jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or
regulation or which would require any registration or licensing within such jurisdiction. It is the responsibility of the recipient to satisfy
itself as to its compliance with the applicable laws and regulations of any relevant jurisdiction, including obtaining any requisite
governmental, regulatory or other consent (where applicable) and observing any other formality presented in such territory with
respect to its receipt, possession and use of the Information.
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